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Resumo

Os sensores em fibra óptica são uma das áreas de investigação mais proeminentes

no domínio da fibra óptica. Este campo foi fortemente estimulado com o aparecimento

das Fibras Ópticas Microestruturadas (MOFs) que possibilitam o controlo estrutural de

fibras a uma escala muito pequena. Em particular, MOFs com alvéolos que permitem a

interacção de luz com fluídos são elementos promissores em novos esquemas de detecção.

Esta dissertação abrange o fabrico, pós-processamento e aplicação de MOFs em sensores

de fluídos.

Após uma breve revisão dos sensores químicos em fibra óptica, é descrito o processo

de desenho e fabrico de uma MOF com cinco alvéolos, assemelhando-se estruturalmente a

"uma lagarta", através de um processo de empilhamento e estiramento, com a intenção da

sua aplicação em sensores de fluídos. Esta fibra foi seguidamente pós-processada usando

um feixe de iões focado para a criação de canais microfluídicos que permitem a entrada

de fluídos do exterior para o interior da fibra mesmo que os seus extremos sejam fechados.

Posteriormente, uma fibra de núcleo suspenso fundida com uma fibra monomodo re-

sultou na proposta de uma nova configuração para um sensor de compostos orgânicos

voláteis. Enchendo os alvéolos da fibra com estes compostos na fase líquida através de

forças de capilaridade e observando a dinâmica do processo de evaporação foi possível

diferenciar o comportamento de acetona e de álcool isopropílico, abrindo as portas para

uma nova classe de sensores baseados na monitorização de fenómenos de evaporação.

No final são apresentadas propostas de futuros desenvolvimentos baseados no que foi

concretizado com esta dissertação, evidenciando o potencial que este trabalho poderá ter

na área dos sensores em fibra óptica.

Palavras-Chave: fibras ópticas microestruturadas, sensores em fibra óptica, estira-

mento de fibras, feixe de iões focado, pós-processamento de fibras, compostos orgânicos

voláteis, sensores de fluídos.
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Abstract

Optical fiber sensors are one of today’s most prominent research fields in the optical

fibers’s domain. This area has been greatly stimulated by the appearance of Microstruc-

tured Optical Fibers (MOFs) which allow the structural tailoring of fibers at a very small

scale. In particular, MOFs with holes that allow the interaction of fluids with light hold

promises in new detection configurations. The present dissertation addresses the fabrica-

tion, post-processing and application of MOFs in fluid sensing.

After a brief review on chemical optical fiber sensing, the design and fabrication of a

five-hole caterpillar-like MOF through a stack-and-draw procedure is described, envisaging

future applications in fluid sensing. This fiber was subsequently post-processed using a

Focused Ion Beam in order to create microfluidic channels to the external environment

that would allow fluids to flow in and out of the fiber even after being spliced on both

ends.

Afterwards, a suspended-core fiber was fusion spliced to a single-mode fiber and a new

sensing configuration was proposed for the detection of volatile organic compounds. By

allowing these substances to fill the fiber’s holes in the liquid phase through capillarity

forces and then tracking their evaporation dynamics, it was possible to distinguish the

behaviour of acetone and isopropyl alcohol, paving the way to a new class of sensors based

on evaporation monitoring.

Finally, proposals on future developments based on what was achieved with this dis-

sertation are mentioned, evidencing the potential that this work may have in the area of

optical fiber sensing.

Keywords: microstructured optical fibers, optical fiber sensors, fiber drawing, focused

ion beam, fiber post-processing, volatile organic compounds, fluid sensing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Until the 1970s, telecommunications were limited by the then used coaxial cable

microwave technology, both in terms of slow bit-rates and short lengths for signal re-

peaters [1]. In 1966, Charles Kao and George Hockman laid the theoretical foundations

of optical fiber waveguides [2] which, together with the discovery of the laser in the 1960s

as a coherent light source, would soon revolutionize telecommunications. Kao’s crucial

contribution was later recognised with the 2009 Nobel Prize in Physics "for groundbreaking

achievements concerning the transmission of light in fibers for optical communication" [3].

Optical fibers were indeed one of the most important technological achievements of the

XX century. A description of the evolution of optical fibers for communication systems

can be found in the literature [1]. Since the 1970s, this technology has been further devel-

oped due to society’s need to continuously improve the efficiency of telecommunications.

This lead to today’s modern systems that use: low loss, dispersion-shifted single mode

fibers (SMFs), with attenuation coefficients as small as 0.2 dB km−1, which extend the re-

quired signal repeater length above 100 km; all-optical signal amplification schemes, which

eliminate the need for slow optoelectronic conversion circuits; and wavelength-division

multiplexing (WDM), which allows the simultaneous usage of several wavelengths for in-

formation transmission. Present-day technology works with bit-rate–length products1 of

over 10 Pb s−1 · km, 8 orders of magnitude above those of microwave coaxial cables. To-

1A figure of merit to compare communication systems which consists on the product of bit-rate with
the required length between signal repeaters.
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1. Introduction

day, optical fiber technology powers all kinds of ground-level communication systems,

from intercontinental information transmission to distribution of media contents at the

individual house level.

That said, considering the massive economic relevance of telecommunications, it is

understandable that fiber optics is one of today’s most prominent research areas. Through

a spillover effect, this led to other applications such as fiber lasers, supercontinuum light

sources, particle scintillators, and, notably, fiber sensors [4]. Optical fiber sensors are built

on this large bandwidth multiplexed technology with numerous advantages in comparison

with conventional electronic sensing setups and several review papers about fiber sensing

technology can be found in the literature [4, 5]. Fiber sensors are lightweight, small

and immune to electromagnetic interference. The transduction process is performed by

the interaction of light that propagates within a fiber with the external environment.

Depending on the type of interaction, several properties of light can be altered, such

as intensity, wavelength, phase or polarization. These properties can be translated into

measurements of multiple physical parameters such as strain, curvature, temperature,

pressure, torsion, magnetic field, or refractive index, as well as chemical and biological

properties. Due to these factors, optical fiber sensors have already developed into a

market of their own, with a 2012 global market size of 1.5 billion USD and estimated

annual growth rates ranging between 10% and 20% until 2017 [6, 7].

Several different sensing elements and setups have been used in optical fiber sensing.

One can remotely measure light that is reflected or transmitted from a fiber sensor, and

in some cases a single fiber can be used to measure properties along its length, either

continuously, by measuring intrinsic scattering effects with Optical Time-Domain Reflec-

tometry (OTDR), or discretely, using WDM to obtain information from several sensors

by restricting interactions in a specific sensing element with predefined wavelengths, for

example. In addition, different sensing elements are characterised by the process through

which light interacts with measurands. Some notable sensing elements are Fiber Bragg

Gratings (FBGs), Long Period Gratings (LPGs), Quantum Dots, Tapers or Plasmonic

Coatings.

Moreover, the need for tailoring specific fiber properties such as dispersion and bire-

fringence resulted in the unprecedented ability to create a large variety of fiber designs

at an even smaller scale – the so called Microstructured Optical Fibers (MOFs). In par-

2



1.2. Aim and Objectives

ticular, one can create a wide diversity of microstructured fibers with holes to allow the

inflow of fluids and maximize their interaction with light propagating inside the fiber.

This approach holds promises in high sensitivity sensing applications such as industrial

or environmental process monitoring or biochemical analysis. This dissertation focuses

on the exploration of MOFs for fluid sensing applications.

1.2 Aim and Objectives

The aim of this dissertation is to cover a wide range of aspects related with MOFs for

fluid sensing, from their fabrication to the actual implementation in a particular sensing

configuration. To accomplish this, the following objectives were defined:

• Fabrication of an MOF with large holes for easier filling with fluids;

• Manufacture of MOF-based sensing heads;

• Post-processing of the MOFs for the creation of microfluidic channels to allow the

infiltration of fluids;

• Study of sensing configurations for the identification of Volatile Organic Compounds.

1.3 Structure

This document starts with an overview on chemical optical fiber sensing. The most

common sensing configurations and principles are described as well as the relevance that

MOFs have in this regard. Additionally, the importance of interferometry is revealed,

with this being one of the main tools that can be exploited in optical sensing.

Following this overview, the fabrication and post-processing of an MOF with a struc-

ture which resembles that of a caterpillar is presented. Targeting the manufacture of

interferometric fluid sensors, this fiber is comprised of five large holes separated by sub-

micrometric walls and was fabricated through a stack-and-draw procedure. After drawing,

several fiber samples were post-processed using a Focused Ion Beam in order to create

microfluidic channels that allow fluid flow even after splicing to other standard fibers.

The results of both the fabrication and post-processing steps are detailed.

3



1. Introduction

Afterwards, special attention is given to Volatile Organic Compound sensing. The

relevance of these substances is presented, as well as a review on their detection with

optical sensors. Subsequently, the large holes of a Suspended-Core Fiber are filled with

volatile compounds and their evaporation dynamics are tracked. This methodology is

used to distinguish between two compounds according to differences in their respective

dynamics.

Finally, after summing up the information presented, a list of potential further devel-

opments is given.

1.4 Outputs

The work developed throughout this dissertation was communicated to the scientific

community through the publication of a paper in a scientific journal of reference and

through oral and poster presentations in three conferences, as listed below:

• J. P. Moura, H. Baierl, J.-L. Auguste, R. Jamier, P. Roy, J. L. Santos, and O.

Frazão, Evaporation of volatile compounds in suspended-core fibers, Optics Letters,

vol. 39, no. 15, 2014;

• J. P. Moura, H. Baierl, J.-L. Auguste, R. Jamier, P. Roy, J. L. Santos, and O. Frazão,

Fluid evaporation monitoring with suspended-core fibers, II International Conference

on Applications of Optics and Photonics, 26-30 May 2014, Aveiro, Portugal;

• J. P. Moura, H. Baierl, J.-L. Auguste, R. Jamier, P. Roy, J. L. Santos, and O.

Frazão, Evaporation of fluids in suspended-core fibers, Third Mediterranean Pho-

tonics Conference, 7-9 May 2014, Trani, Italy;

• J. P. Moura, J. L. Santos, and O. Frazão, Evaporation of fluids in microstructured

fibers, IJUP’14 – 7th Meeting of Junior Researchers from the University of Porto,

13 Feb 2014, Porto;

• J. P. Moura, J. L. Santos, and O. Frazão, Evaporação de Compostos Voláteis em

Fibras de Núcleo Suspenso, FÍSICA 2014 – 19a Conferência Nacional de Física, 2-4

Sep 2014, Lisboa.
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Chapter 2

Chemical Optical Fiber Sensing

2.1 Introduction

Chemical sensing is a crucial step in diverse applications such as the monitoring of

environmental parameters, quality control in industrial processes or the identification of

biochemical elements in medical analysis. The potential that optical fiber sensors have in

this regard has led to strong research efforts in this area. In this chapter, a short review

on chemical sensing of gases and liquids using optical fibers is presented, contextualizing

the work that was carried.

In most optical fiber sensors for fluid sensing, a gas or liquid is detected by enabling

its interaction with light. This can be performed using a variety of sensing principles and

configurations. One of the earliest chemical sensors is the optrode, depicted in fig. 2.1,

where the analyte modifies the optical properties of a reacting material which is probed

by a single mode optical fiber (SMF) [5, 8, 9]. Optical properties such as reflectance, ab-

sorbance, fluorescence or chemiluminescence can be measured in reflection or transmission

geometries to identify the presence of the analyte to which the reagent phase reacts to [4].

Notwithstanding its simple geometry, the optrode is still the object of extensive research

since specific sensors can be created just by altering the chemical/biochemical properties

of the reagent phase [10].

7



2. Chemical Optical Fiber Sensing

Figure 1. Fiber optic sensors 
P = probe radiation, D = detected radiation, R = reagent phase, (a) Sensor based on bifurcated fiber 
optic in which separate fibers carry probe and detected radiation, (b) Single optic with a beam splitter 
to separate probe and detected radiation, (c) Single optic sensor in which the reagent phase is coated 
on the optic 

particular application. Laser excita-
tion may be used for long-distance 
transmission of excitation radiation or 
to get a useful signal from a small 
amount of reagent. However, it is also 
possible to construct devices with in-
candescent sources that use filters for 
wavelength selection and phototubes 
to measure light. 

The characteristics of the fiber 
optic itself are critical in determining 
the device capabilities. The material 
of the fiber optic determines the us-
able range of wavelengths. Fused-sili-
ca optics permit measurements in the 
ultraviolet down to 220 nm, but are 
relatively expensive. Glass is less ex-
pensive and is suitable for measure-
ments in the visible. Plastic fibers are 
less expensive still, but are restricted 
to wavelengths above 450 nm. 

Devices may involve either bifurcat-
ed or single fiber optic bundles as il-
lustrated in Figure 1. A single fiber 
optic or fiber optic bundle, as shown 
in Figure lb, requires that the detect-
ed radiation be distinguished from 
probe radiation either temporally or 
by wavelength to avoid serious back-
ground problems due to scattered 
probe radiation. Alternatively, the re-
agent phase can be coated on the out-
side of a single fiber to modify its 
transmission characteristics. In bifur-

cated devices, separate optics transmit 
probe and detected radiation. These 
devices observe only the zones of re-
agent phase that fall within both the 
cone of emitted probe radiation and 
the cone of accepted detected radia-
tion. 

The diameter of the fiber optic can 
be on the order of the wavelength of 
transmitted light. In practice, sensors 
in the submillimeter size range have 
already been developed. 

Reversible Sensors 
Theory of direct sensors. Most re-

versible sensors involve an equilibri-
um between analyte and immobilized 
reagent. If the stoichiometry of this 
reaction is 1:1 then the reaction may 
be represented 

A + R p± AR (1) 
where A is analyte, R is reagent, and 
AR is the combined analyte-reagent. 
The equilibrium constant, Ke, may be 
represented 

Ke = 
AR (2) R[A] 

where [A] is analyte concentration 
and R and AR are the number of free 
and combined reagent molecules in 
the immobilized phase, respectively. It 
is assumed that activity effects in the 

immobilized phase are equivalent for 
R and AR and thus cancel. 

AR and R vary with analyte concen-
tration as follows: 

1 + Ke [A] 

1 + Ke [A] 

(3) 

(4) 

where CR is the sum of free and com-
bined reagent molecules. 

Figure 2a shows response vs. ana-
lyte concentration for the case in 
which the measured optical parameter 
is proportional to AR. At low concen-
trations ([A] « 1/Ke), response is pro-
portional to [A]. As concentrations in-
crease, response is curved, reaching a 
limiting value when [A] » 1/Ke. This 
corresponds to saturation of the re-
agent with analyte. 

Figure 2b shows the case in which 
the optical measurement is propor-
tional to R. In this case, increasing an-
alyte concentration leads to a decrease 
in the measured parameter. Rather 
than working with a curve as shown in 
Figure 2b, it is possible to rearrange 
Equation 4 to 

CR 
R = 1 + Ke [A] (5) 

A plot of C R / R VS. [A] will be linear 
with an intercept of one. 

The preferred situation in practice 
is likely to_be the case where the ratio 
of AR to R is measured. From Equa-
tions 3 and 4 

TT = K e [ A ] (6) 

The ratio is directly proportional to 
analyte concentration as well as being 
independent of CR and thus insensi-
tive to slow loss of reagent. Ratio mea-
surements frequently have the addi-
tional advantage of being less sensitive 
to instrumental fluctuations as well. 
The limitation of the ratio approach is 
that both AR and R must be present 
in sufficient amounts to be measured 
with adequate precision. As a conse-
quence, dynamic range is limited. 

It is assumed above that the amount 
of analyte combining with reagent is 
small relative to the amount of analyte 
in the sample, a condition that can be 
achieved by keeping the amount of re-
agent small. If this condition is not 
achieved, the analyte will be depleted 
in the sample. The response function 
has to be revised to account for this, 
and the device is not a true sensor 
since it is perturbing the sample. 

The above discussion emphasizes 
the importance of the equilibrium 
constant in determining sensor re-
sponse. The equilibrium constant is 
involved in the response function 
whether one measures R, AR, or the 
AR/R ratio. In each case, the equilib-
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Figure 2.1: An optrode has a reagent phase (R) that reacts with the analyte. A
probe beam (P) interacts with the reagent phase and is detected (D) afterwards. Two
possible geometry variations are shown: reflection (top) and transmission (bottom).

Figure reproduced from [9].

2.2 Microstructured Fibers in Chemical Sensing

Independent of the sensing configuration, the higher the interaction between light and

the analyte, the better the sensor performance will be. In general, by increasing the

overlap of guided modes with the analyte, a sensor’s sensitivity is increased [11].

One can then conclude that microstructured optical fibers (MOFs) have a great poten-

tial for biochemical optical fiber sensing since they allow great design flexibility. Fluids

can be placed inside the holes of MOFs where light propagates either mostly inside a

large central hole (Photonic Bandgap Fibers) or evanescently inside the smaller holes

that compose the cladding through Total Internal Reflection (TIR). Thus, by appropri-

ately calibrating parameters related to the overall structure, like core diameter, refractive

index of glass, diameter of air holes, pitch and the cross-section lattice structure, it is

possible to increase the hole power fraction1 [12]. Furthermore, since MOFs are in gen-

eral composed only of silica glass, their temperature sensitivity is inherently small, thus

reducing cross-sensitivity between temperature and the measurand [13]. A more detailed

review on the origin and fabrication of MOFs will be presented in chapter 3.

Regarding hole power fraction maximization, photonic bandgap fibers would in princi-

ple be better suited for chemical sensing since propagation happens almost entirely inside

the hollow-core region (with hole power fractions that can be higher than 95 %) [14].

However, TIR MOFs are easier to fabricate and splice to SMFs [11,15]. Thus, TIR MOFs

are often still preferred over photonic bandgap fibers, even though the former have much

1The evanescent or hole power fraction can be defined as the evanescent power flux that propagates
within the holes of a MOF or in other air-filled regions, divided by the fiber’s total power flux.
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lower power fractions inside air holes, requiring higher fiber lengths to attain the same

equivalent free-space interaction length2. Nonetheless, by correctly designing the cross-

section of a TIR MOF one can obtain hole power fractions high enough to allow their

usage in practical applications [16].

The interaction between the evanescent field in microstructured fiber holes and fluids

has been the object of extensive study for sensing purposes which translates in a high

number of published reviews [11, 12, 15, 17, 18]. These report the large variety of setups

used in fluid sensing with MOFs which can either be based on surface functionalization

with a reagent phase for increased specificity, or label-free measurements of refractive

index or absorption spectrum.

MOFs can be filled with fluids simply by placing the fiber in an environment with the

liquid or gas that one intends to measure. If both ends of the MOF are open, capillarity

forces are in general sufficient for complete filling of the MOF. However, in the case of

liquids, if one end of the MOF is closed, capillarity will only work until it is counterbal-

anced by pressure forces of air that remains inside the MOF. In these situations, more

complex setups may include micropumps, syringes [12] or lateral openings that enhance

fluid diffusion times [17].

2.3 Spectroscopy, Functionalization and Non-Linear Ef-

fects

One of the available techniques for fluid sensing with MOFs consists on exciting a liquid

or gas either with a broadband source or a tunable laser and measuring its absorption

spectrum in reflection or transmission. Molecules generally show several characteristic

vibrational absorption lines in the visible and near-IR region that can be excited and

monitored using available optical fiber equipment [15, 18]. Spectroscopical analysis of

analytes avoids the need for sensor functionalization, reducing the sensor’s manufacturing

complexity and increasing its stability over time since there is no functionalized surface

degradation [5, 12]. This technique has been used to detect industrially relevant gases
2The equivalent free-space interaction length gives the length that a MOF should have such that the

cumulative interaction of light with a fluid is the same as a unit length of free-space light propagation
through the same fluid. It is a useful concept to compare MOFs in terms of their interaction efficiency
and it is strongly influenced by the hole power fraction. As an example, a MOF with a hole power fraction
of 50% has an equivalent free-space length of 2m.
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2. Chemical Optical Fiber Sensing

such as acetylene, methane, hydrogen and volatile organic compounds.

Even so, functionalization allows the detection molecules that do not have such charac-

teristic spectral features. Usually a fluorescent label with well defined spectral properties

is used such as quantum dots or organic dyes [18]. Quantum dots are particularly promis-

ing in this matter due to their photostability and flexibility in terms of multiplexing and

functionalization which enable applications with great specificity [19]. MOF fluorescence

spectroscopy has been used to detect complex molecules such as caffein, antibodies and

DNA strands.

Non-linear effects such as Raman Scattering, Four Wave Mixing and Surface Plasmon

Resonance (SPR) can also be exploited for fluid sensing [12]. In particular, SPR appears

as an increasingly interesting solution in biochemical sensing. SPRs are guided modes

that exist at a metal–dielectric interface. By coating the holes of an MOF with a metal

like gold, SPR modes are allowed to propagate inside the optical fiber. When the holes

are filled with a certain fluid, the effective refractive index of the SPR mode is altered,

resulting in measurable spectral changes. One can then identify a solution by measuring

its refractive index. SPR-based sensors are one of today’s hot topics in MOF sensing

and high resolutions have been achieved with this type of sensors. Fig. 2.2 shows the

results of simulations performed by Bing et al. [20] in which a metal layer was deposited

on the larger holes of an MOF, represented in Fig. 2.2 (a). Both core and SPR modes are

displayed in Fig. 2.2 (b) as a function of transverse position across a specific fiber axis

(white dashed line in Fig. 2.2 (a)).

2.4 Interferometric Configurations

Interferometry is recurrently used in optical sensing since it enables the creation of

sensors with high dynamic range, accuracy and sensitivity [13]. The basic principle is

the interference of light waves that follow different optical paths. By changing physical

or chemical environmental parameters such as temperature or fluid concentration, one or

more optical paths are changed, which translates to information that can be retrieved by

measuring phase, wavelength, visibility or others.

Essentially, interferometers vary on their beam splitting and recombining mecha-

nisms and can be characterized accordingly. Noteworthy are Fabry-Perot, Mach-Zehnder,
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496 PIBIN BING et al.

The phase matching between the plasmon and core-guided mode is possible as
shown in Fig. 2. Most energy is confined in the fiber core by the cladding holes and
only a part of energy penetrates into the gold-coated channels in the second layer to
excite the plasmon mode. Figure 2b provides clearly the evidence for the existence of
the plasmon mode. We can see that the internal and external gold-coated surfaces in
the second-layer holes can both excite the plasmon mode. Furthermore, the plasmon
mode excited by the internal surface is more intense. So, it is confirmed that
the excitation of plasmon mode on the metal surface is more intense in the low
refractive index interface than in the high refractive index interface. The excitation of
the plasmon mode relates to the change of refractive index of the adjacent analyte.
Based on the discussion above, we can conclude that the proposed structure is suitable
for a sensor.

Dramatically, a part of the energy penetrates into the gold in the second-layer holes
to excite the plasmon mode and the energy of the core-guided mode is dissipated. It
can be assumed that the greatest loss of the core-guided mode is due to the excitation
of the plasmon mode. We need to calculate the loss of the core-guided mode to deter-
mine the intensity of the excited plasmon mode. The loss in proportion to the imaginary
part of the effective refractive index α can be defined in decibels per meter as
α = 40π Im(Neff ) /λ ln(10). Figure 3 shows the loss spectra of a core-guided mode
for various diameters of the holes in the second layer d2 = 0.8Λ, 1.0Λ, 1.2Λ, 1.3Λ.
The diameters of the fiber core and first-layer holes equal dc = 0.45Λ and d1 = 0.6Λ,
respectively. 

From the figure we find that the frequency shift of the peak wavelength is from
0.57 µm for d2 = 0.8Λ and 0.575 µm for d2 = 1.0Λ, 1.2Λ to 0.57 µm for d2 = 1.3Λ.
The loss at 0.57 µm can be comparable to 0.58 µm in Ref. [9] and 0.56 µm in Ref. [10]
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Fig. 2. The power flow distribution of the sensor: cross-section (a); across the fiber core and
the microfluidic channels (b).
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(b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Simulation of power flow in an MOF where the larger holes are
coated with a metal layer. The power profile is plotted in (b) as a function of position
across the dashed white line, where both guided and SPR modes are visible. Figures

reproduced from [20].

Michelson, Fiber Loop Mirror and modal interferometers.

Fabry-Perot interferometers consist on two surfaces that divide the incoming beam in

reflected and transmitted components. Fig. 2.3 (a) has two examples of fiber Fabry-Perot

interferometers where the surfaces are either the interfaces between the fiber and air (top

figure), or, in general, two surfaces with reflection coefficients R1 and R2 (bottom figure).

These surfaces form a cavity that can be fabricated using etching, FBGs, metal films or

simply by splicing an MOF to an SMF.

The spectrum of a classical Fabry-Perot interferometer has several peaks with finesse

and visibility that depend on the reflectivity of the cavity surfaces and a free spectral
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2. Types of Interferometric Fiber Optic Sensors  

There exist representative four types of fiber optic interferometers, called the Fabry-Perot,  
Mach-Zehnder, Michelson, and Sagnac. For each type of sensor, the operating principles and the 
fabrication processes are presented. Then, some of their characteristics for sensing applications are 
described with some recently reported research in each field. 

2.1. Fabry-Perot Interferometer Sensor 

A Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) is generally composed of two parallel reflecting surfaces 
separated by a certain distance [18]. Sometimes it is called an etalon [19]. Interference occurs due to 
the multiple superpositions of both reflected and transmitted beams at two parallel surfaces [20]. For 
the fiber optic cases, the FPI can be simply formed by intentionally building up reflectors inside or 
outside of fibers. FPI sensors can be largely classified into two categories: one is extrinsic and the 
other is intrinsic [21,22]. The extrinsic FPI sensor uses the reflections from an external cavity formed 
out of the interesting fiber [17]. Figure 1(a) shows an extrinsic FPI sensor, in which the air cavity is 
formed by a supporting structure. Since it can utilize high reflecting mirrors, the extrinsic structure is 
useful to obtain a high finesse interference signal [23]. Furthermore, the fabrication is relatively simple 
and does not need any high cost equipment. However, the extrinsic FPI sensors have disadvantages of 
low coupling efficiency, careful alignment, and packaging problem [19]. On the other hands, the 
intrinsic FPI fiber sensors have reflecting components within the fiber itself. For example, when the 
reflectors are formed within a fiber by any means, as in Figure 1(b), we can have the intrinsic FP 
interference. The local cavity of the intrinsic FPI can be formed by a lot of methods such as micro 
machining [24–27], fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) [28,29], chemical etching [30,31], and thin film 
deposition [32,33]. However, they still have a problem of using high cost fabrication equipment for the 
cavity formation. In other sense, when the cavity material is not the fiber itself, it is called extrinsic. 
However, the definition becomes vague due to the advent of specialty fibers and fiber devices.  

Figure 1. (a) Extrinsic FPI sensor made by forming an external air cavity, and (b) intrinsic 
FPI sensor formed by two reflecting components, R1 and R2, along a fiber. 

  
(a) (b) 

The reflection or transmission spectrum of an FPI can be described as the wavelength dependent 
intensity modulation of the input light spectrum, which is mainly caused by the optical phase 
difference between two reflected or transmitted beams. The maximum and the minimum peaks of the 
modulated spectrum mean that both beams, at that particular wavelength, are in phase and out-of-phase, 
respectively, in the modulus of 2S. The phase difference of the FPI is simply given as:  
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Figure 6. The schematic of an MZI. A beam is split into two arms, the reference and the 
sensing arms, and then recombined by using two fiber couplers. 

 

The scheme of using two separated arms in the MZIs has been rapidly replaced with the scheme of 
in-line waveguide interferometer since the advent of long period fiber gratings (LPGs). As shown in 
Figure 7(a), a part of the beam guided as the core mode of a SMF is coupled to cladding modes of the 
same fiber by an LPG, and then re-coupled to the core mode by another LPG.  

Figure 7. Configuration of various types of MZIs; the methods of using (a) a pair of LPGs, 
(b) core mismatch, (c) air-hole collapsing of PCF, (d) MMF segment, (e) small core SMF, 
and (f) fiber tapering. 

 

The combined beam and the uncoupled beam in the core make interference, which gives a compact 
but very effective MZI. This in-line type of MZIs has the same physical lengths in both the reference 
arm and the sensing arm, but has the different optical path lengths due to the modal dispersion; the 
cladding mode beam has a lower effective index than the core mode beam. The LPGs are generally 
fabricated by inducing periodic modulation in the RI of the fiber core by UV light, CO2 laser, or 
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(b)

Figure 2.3: Examples of (a) Fabry-Perot and (b)Mach-Zehnder fiber interferometers.
Figures reproduced from [13].
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range (FSR), distance between consecutive peaks, given by

FSR ≈ λ2

2nL
(2.1)

where λ is the wavelength of one of the peaks considered, n is the refractive index of

the cavity and L is the cavity’s length [21]. More generally, 2nL is the optical path

followed by light that enters the cavity. From equation 2.1 it is clear that changes either

in refractive index or cavity length will translate in measurable spectral features. Indeed

this is the principle of Fabry-Perot sensors that measure strain (which directly changes

L), temperature (which can either change L by thermal expansion or n through thermo-

optical effects) or fluids (which have different refractive indexes).

Fabry-Perot interferometers are very easy to create. In fact, if one excites an optical

fiber during the splicing alignment process and analyzes its reflection, it is possible to

observe the characteristic Fabry-Perot spectrum changing as the distance between fibers

changes. Fig. 2.4 (a) shows this effect for various distances between fibers, manually

controlled with an electric-arc fusion splicer, and (b) is a plot of the FSR as a function of

cavity length where the 1/L dependency can be clearly observed.

InMach-Zehnder andMichelson interferometers, light is divided in two arms, in which

one of the arms interacts with the measurand and the other is kept isolated to serve as

a reference [13, 22, 23]. When light is recombined, the interference pattern between both

arms will vary with the phase differences that the sensing arm suffers. The usual procedure
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Figure 2.4: (a) Spectrum of Fabry-Perot cavities with different cavity lengths and
(b) plot of the free spectral range as a function of cavity length.
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consists on using the fiber core as the reference arm and cladding modes as the sensing

arms, since these are closer to the external environment. Several methods can be used to

divide light and couple it to cladding modes. Fig. 2.3 (b) shows some examples, such as

(from figure top to bottom) Long Period Gratings, fibers spliced with a transverse offset,

fiber segments with smaller core diameters and tapers. Mach-Zehnder interferometers

can also be built with MOFs by collapsing the fiber structure which broadens the input

beam from an SMF and allows excitation of cladding and core modes [24]. Michelson

interferometers distinguish themselves from Mach-Zehnder ones from the fact that beams

are reflected back and are recombined by the same element that performs beam splitting.

The fact that each beam goes through the same optical path twice can be harnessed to

obtain sensors with higher sensitivity.

Fiber Loop Mirrors use interference effects between counter-propagating beams in

an optical fiber loop [13, 22]. This type of interferometer has seen great application in

gyroscopes [4]. When a fiber loop rotates around the axis perpendicular to the loop, a

phase difference between both beams is created due to the different flight times induced by

the rotation. Fiber Optic Gyroscopes where first developed in 1981 by Bergh et al. [25] and

today are used on critical industries such as aerospacial or military. Fiber Loop Mirrors

can also employ interference due to polarization effects (fig. 2.5 (a)). In this matter,

Highly-Birefringent (HiBi) MOFs are used due to their strong polarization-dependent

response. For example, in an MOF with two small holes positioned symmetrically in

relation to the fiber’s core, one of the polarizations will observe stronger variations in

effective refractive index if the holes are filled with a fluid than the other polarization,

resulting in a measurable interference pattern change.

Modal interferometry is the general case of the above mentioned configurations, where

the relative phase difference between two or more modes inside a fiber is exploited [26].

Modal interferometers have become commonly implemented in MOF-based sensing con-

figurations due to their simplicity. In many cases, MOFs support more than a single

propagation mode. When excited by an SMF, several modes will propagate through the

MOF. These can be recombined and interefometric measurements can be performed [27].

Fig. 2.5 (b) has an example of a modal interferometer where light from an SMF is

broadened by the collapsed structure of a PCF and excites two core modes [26]. Since the

PCF modes have different hole power fractions, their effective refractive indexes differ.
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2.4. Sagnac Interferometer Sensor 

Sagnac interferometers (SIs) are recently in great interest in various sensing applications owing to 
their advantages of simple structure, easy fabrication, and environmental robustness [69].  
An SI consists of an optical fiber loop, along which two beams are propagating in counter directions 
with different polarization states. As schematically illustrated in Figure 11, the input light is split  
into two directions by a 3 dB fiber coupler and the two counter-propagating beams are combined again 
at the same coupler. Unlike other fiber optic interferometers, the OPD is determined by the 
polarization dependent propagating speed of the mode guided along the loop. To maximize the 
polarization-dependent feature of SIs, birefringent fibers are typically utilized in sensing parts. The 
polarizations are adjusted by a polarization controller (PC) attached at the beginning of the sensing 
fiber. The signal at the output port of the fiber coupler is governed by the interference between the 
beams polarized along the slow axis and the fast axis. The phase of the interference is simply given as:  

2 ,SI f sBL B n nSG
O

  �  (2) 

where B is the birefringent coefficient of the sensing fiber, L is the length of the sensing fiber, and nf 
and ns are the effective indices of the fast and slow modes, respectively [69].  

Figure 11. Schematic of the sensor based on a Sagnac interferometer. 

 

In general, high birefringent fibers (HBFs) or polarization maintaining fibers (PMFs) are chosen as 
the sensing fibers to acquire a high phase sensitivity. For the temperature sensing application, the fiber 
is doped to have a large thermal expansion coefficient, which induces high birefringence variation [70]. 
When measuring others parameters such as strain, pressure, and twist, however, the high birefringent 
characteristics of the HBFs and PMFs can depreciate the sensing ability due to their strong temperature 
dependency [71–77]. In order to overcome this problem, polarization-maintaining photonic crystal 
fibers (PMPCFs) have been introduced as the sensing fibers. The pure silica-based PCF is good to  
have thermal robustness; but the air-hole structure of the PCF should be adjusted to have high 
birefringence [75–78]. Furthermore, since the polarization modes of the fiber are sensitive to the 
bending of the fiber due to the asymmetric fiber structure, a high-sensitive curvature sensor could be 
reported based on a simple SI setup [79].  

(a)
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Figure 8: Diagrams of PCF interferometers built via microhole
collapsing. The bottom images are the cross section of some PCFs
employed in this type of interferometers. L is the length pf PCF or
length between the collapsed regions.

a light emitting diode (LED) and a conventional fiber Bragg
grating (FBG) interrogator or spectrum analyzer or a tunable
laser and a single photodetector can be employed.

It is known that when splicing together two PCFs, or
a PCF and a conventional optical fiber, with the standard
electric-arc method, the air-holes of the PCF collapse
completely in the vicinity of the splice [56, 57]. The length
of the collapsed region is typically less than 300 or 400µm.
This is not a serious drawback of fusion splices since it may
introduce minimal losses. The collapsing of the voids in a
short region makes the fundamental PCF mode to spread
out since it reaches a piece of coreless fiber, see Figure 9. The
broadening of the fundamental mode can be estimated by
using a Gaussian beam approximation [56]. According to it
the fiber’s mode field diameter (MFD) at any z (the direction
of propagation) depends on the wavelength (λ) of the guided
light, the refractive index n1 of the medium (pure silica in
our case), and the light spot size (ω0) as

MFD = 2ω0

!""#1 +

$
zλ

n1πω2
0

%2

. (1)

If we assume that the solid region starts at z = 0, see
Figure 9, then at the end of the solid region, let us say
at z1 = 300µm, according to (1), the MFD practically
quadruplicates when λ = 1.55µm and triplicates when
λ = 0.85µm. This means that the enlarged mode does
not reach the surface of the collapsed region and it is
therefore insensitive to the external medium. At z ∼300µm
the enlarged mode reaches a piece of PCF of length L in
which two modes can be excited. In Figure 9, for example,
we show the transverse component of the electric field of two
core modes. The calculations were performed using finite-
element method (COMSOL Multiphysics) applied to the

SMF PCFz = 0 z = z1

L

Figure 9: Diagram of SMF-PCF splice illustrating the broadening
of the fundamental mode. The bottom images are a micrograph of
the PCF in the vicinity of the splice and the transverse components
of the electric field of the LP01- and LP11-like modes of a real PCF.

index profile based on the 5-ring PCF shown in Figure 8.
The silica index was modeled using the known Sellmeier
equation whereas the index of the holes was equal to 1
(air) to 1.1. After the PCF, the excited modes reach another
solid piece of glass, that is, the other collapsed end of PCF.
They will thus further diffract and will be recombined into
core mode through the filtering of the subsequent SMF or
PCF. Since the modes propagate at different phase velocities,
thus in a certain length of PCF the modes accumulate a
differential phase shift. The phase velocities and the phase
difference are wavelength-dependent; therefore, the optical
power transmitted (or reflected) by the device will be
maximum at certain wavelengths and minimum at others.

The different configurations reported so far are illus-
trated in Figure 8. One of the first architectures that was
demonstrated consisted of a PCF with two collapsed regions
separated a few centimeters [50, 51]. Later on a short
section of PCF longitudinally sandwiched between standard
single mode fibers was proposed [52, 53]. The advantage
of this configuration is that the modal properties of the
PCF are exploited but the interrogation is carried out
with conventional optical fibers, thus leading to more cost-
effective interferometers. More recently, a stub of PCF with
cleaved end fusion spliced at the distal end of a single
mode fiber was demonstrated [54, 55]. In this case the
interferometer operates in reflection and a single circulator
or coupler is needed to interrogate the device. It is important
to point out that the properties, and consequently the
applications of the interferometer depend on the type of PCF.

The interferometers fabricated via micro-holes collapsing
exhibit truly sinusoidal and stable interference spectra which
are observed over a broad wavelength range (∼800 nm).
Figure 10, for example, shows the interference patterns
observed in devices operating in transmission and reflection
mode. The period or fringe spacing (∆λ) of these inter-
ferometers is ∆λ ≈ λ2/(∆neffL), being ∆neff the effective
refractive index difference between the modes participating
in the interference. Such modes can be two core modes or a
core and a cladding mode, depending on the PCF employed.
L is the length of PCF or the length between collapsed
regions, see Figure 8. The period or fringe spacing in these

(b)

Figure 2.5: (a) General scheme of a Fiber Loop Mirror interferometer. Figure repro-
duced from [13]. (b) Example of a Michelson modal interferometer where light from
an SMF is broadened by the collapsed structure of a PCF subsequently exciting two

core modes Figure reproduced from [26].

Light is reflected at the cleaved end of the MOF and interference is analysed in a reflection

setup. The open holes of the PCF can be exploited for fluid sensing since the RI of each

mode depend differently on the RI inside the fiber’s holes.

It should be noticed that due to the existence of several cladding propagation modes,

Mach-Zehnder and Michelson interferometers may usually include additional modal inter-

ference effects since when coupling light with the cladding one does not necessarily excite

a single cladding mode.

2.5 Conclusion

Since the development of optical fiber fabrication techniques, sensing applications have

been continuously researched. These efforts have become more intense with the growth of

optical telecommunications which lowered the costs of standard optical fiber equipment.

MOF-based sensors usually rely on this generally available equipment in order to try to

keep fabrication costs as low as possible, reducing the effort of bringing proof-of-concepts

to the actual market.

That being said, the pursuit for new fiber sensors is usually performed by devel-

oping new MOF designs and studying their application in the configurations described

in this chapter. This is a very promising field taking into consideration the versatility

of microstructured fiber designs for particular applications. Several techniques such as

spectroscopy or non-linear effects can be used either for specific or non-specific sensing.
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2.5. Conclusion

Specificity can be increased by surface functionalization, although this step increases the

cost and complexity of sensing schemes. Much work has been done on non-specific refrac-

tive index sensing by harnessing the potential of interferometric setups. In these, small

refractive index changes translate into phase differences between propagation modes which

can result in very high sensitivities and resolutions.

Nowadays, MOF sensors have been created for a large variety of chemical and bio-

chemical analytes. Note should be given to the regular reviews of Wolfbeis on chemical

and biological fiber sensing which have been covering the field in depth since 1997 [10].

Although these reviews do not focus on MOFs, they are organized by analyte and allow

the reader to quickly check the state-of-the-art for the specific fluid that he/she intends

to study.

Based on this overview, chapter 3 will present the fabrication procedure of a 5-hole

caterpillar-inspired MOF which could in the future be used for fluid sensing applications,

and chapter 4 will report a novel approach to the study of volatile organic compounds

using the holes of an MOF to track the evaporation dynamics of these types of fluids.
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Chapter 3

Fabrication and Post-Processing of a

Caterpillar-Like Fiber

3.1 Introduction

The present chapter contains a detailed contextualization of Microstructured Optical

Fibers (MOFs) through an overview of their origin and also through the presentation

of their splicing and fabrication techniques. The fabrication of an MOF whose cross-

section contains five holes placed in the same axis, apparently resembling a caterpillar, is

described. After fabrication, the caterpillar MOF was put through a post-processing step

in order to create microfluidic channels for future applications in fluid sensing. For this, a

Focused Ion Beam, whose main working principles are overviewed here, was used to alter

the structure of the MOF at a localized micrometric scale.

3.2 Overview of Microstructured Optical Fibers

The earliest account of an MOF was documented in 1974 [28]. In this work, a single-

mode fiber composed only of a pure fused silica core surrounded by large air holes was

reported (fig. 3.1 (a)), eliminating the need for doping either the core or cladding.

Afterwards, it was thought that one could design fibers with new guiding properties by

tailoring the cross-section at a subwavelength level, extending the ideas of 2-dimensional

photonic crystals to full 3D structures [29]. In 1996 the concept of a Photonic Crystal

Fiber (PCF) was realized by building a hexagonal structure composed of air-holes with
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3. Fabrication and Post-Processing of a Caterpillar-Like Fiber

a silica core in its center (Fig. 3.1 (b)) [30]. By adjusting the ratio between the core’s

diameter and the distance between air holes (pitch), this type of fiber could operate in

single-mode for any desired wavelength within the inherent limits of silica [31]. This fiber

is classified as an index-guiding Total Internal Reflection (TIR) PCF since light is guided

through total internal reflection, similarly to conventional step-index fibers.

Soon afterwards, in 1999, the same group of researchers presented the first hollow-core

Photonic Bandgap Fiber [32]. In these fibers the cladding is designed in a way that blocks

the propagation of certain wavelength intervals. Thus, one can have light propagating

within a hollow core unable to escape to the cladding due to these photonic bandgaps

(Fig. 3.1 (c)).

The area of MOFs has since grown to form an important research community. Figure

3.2 contains several examples of the wide variety of geometries that can be fabricated for

different applications. Although most MOFs discussed in this document are composed

only of fused silica and air holes, it is possible to create fibers with a variety of materials,

for example rare earth doped silica or calcogenide glass. Several review papers have been

published on the topic of MOFs [14,29,36–38], detailing the prolific advancement of its e-

xisting and potential applications. Some interesting examples include supercontinuum and

laser light generation, high resolution spectroscopy, broadband zero chromatic dispersion

propagation, high power transmission, particle trapping and guiding (optical tweezing),

enhanced nonlinear interaction with fluids, and gas and liquid sensing.

3.3 Splicing and Fabrication Techniques

Although promising, the complex structure of microstructured fibers can hinder their

integration in conventional optical fiber systems, namely in terms of the fabrication pro-

cedure, MOF-SMF splicing and propagation losses.

Whilst the fabrication of MOFs can seem intricate due to their elaborate cross-section

designs, the process is in fact similar to that of SMF production [12, 36, 39]. Despite

being able to produce MOFs by extrusion of molten glass through a die with the desired

cross-section (fig. 3.3 (a)), this technique applies mainly to soft glasses [29]. As such,

MOFs are in general fabricated by building a preform, either through capillary stacking

or glass drilling, and by drawing the preform just like in conventional SMF fabrication.
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3.3. Splicing and Fabrication Techniques

(a)

484 OPTICS LETTERS / Vol. 22, No. 7 / April 1, 1997

All-silica single-mode optical fiber
with photonic crystal cladding: errata

J. C. Knight, T. A. Birks, P. St. J. Russell, and D. M. Atkin

Optoelectronics Research Centre, University of Southampton, Southampton, SO17 1BJ, UK

In Ref. 1 the central feature of Fig. 1, a hexagonal
array of air holes, is not visible in the printed f igure,

and Figs. 2 and 3 are not clear in print. Figures 1–3
are reproduced below:

Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of the photonic crystal f iber.

Fig. 2. (a) Contour plot of the recorded near-field pattern of the guided mode sl ≠ 632.8 nmd superimposed upon an
approximately scaled portion of a scanning electron micrograph to show the relative orientation of the modal field pattern
and the f iber microstructure. The field is strongly peaked in the center, and there is a factor-of-25 difference between
the innermost (strongest) and the outermost intensity contours. (b) Calculated Fourier transform of the pattern, again
strongly peaked in the center.

0146-9592/97/070484-02$10.00/0  1997 Optical Society of America

(b)

freely than in TIR guidance, because the PBG
conditions depend only on the properties of the
cladding stacks. Guided modes can exist with
mode indices !/k that are lower than the mean
index of the stacks (the frustrated tunneling
PBG case) or even lower than the lowest index
of the stacks (the Bragg PBG case), conferring
extra design freedom on PBG compared with
TIR guidance and allowing confinement within
a hollow core. To the best of our knowledge,
every type of conventional low-loss 2D
waveguide so far reported uses TIR as the
guidance mechanism [including our own “end-
lessly single-mode” PCFs (6)].

PBG guidance in a fiber requires the exis-
tence of a 2D PBG over a range of ! values in
whichever materials system is used. Although
we achieved this with frustrated tunneling PBG
guidance in our silica-air honeycomb PCF (7),
it is clear (8) that an even greater breakthrough
would be achieved if the fiber guided by means
of a Bragg PBG, for this would permit the
concentration of optical power in air. Such a
“vacuum guide” would have many of the de-
sirable features of an empty metal-clad micro-

wave channel guide, including the ability to
support extremely high power densities without
breakdown, and it would have the potential to
push the threshold intensities for stimulated
Raman and Brillouin scattering (among other
nonlinear effects) up to extremely high levels.

We have shown that simple triangular lat-
tices of air holes in silica (index contrast
1:1.46) can have full 2D PBGs in the Bragg
regime of ! values (that is, ! " k) if the
air-filling fraction is relatively high (3). The-
ory fails to predict full PBGs in silica-air
honeycomb PCFs in the Bragg PBG regime,
but this is perhaps not surprising because the
honeycomb fiber has a higher proportion of
silica and so is less likely to have PBGs at
low values of !/k.

The method of fabricating an air-guiding
PBG fiber follows our previously reported pro-
cedure for PCFs (5, 9). Tubes of silica glass are
pulled down to capillary canes on a fiber-draw-
ing tower. These canes typically have external
diameters of the order of 1 mm. The PCF
preform is constructed by stacking together by
hand several hundred capillary canes to form
the required crystal structure on a macroscopic
scale. The entire stack is then held together
while being fused and drawn down into fiber by
an optical fiber-drawing tower. A typical fiber
diameter is 40 to 100 #m, the total collapse
ratio being of the order of 104. The final fiber
cladding consists of a triangular array of air
holes in silica, with interstitial holes that result
from stacking circular capillaries. The fraction
of air in this part of the fiber needs to be
relatively large for the fiber to exhibit a suffi-
ciently broad band gap—typically more than
about 30% by volume.

The fiber core was formed by including a
larger air hole in the center of the preform. We
have studied fibers where this larger hole had
an area of one or seven unit cells of the cladding
material. In each case, the hole was created by
leaving out the appropriate number of canes
from the center of the preform stack. The whole

structure was then fused and pulled into fiber.
Of the resulting fibers, those formed by omis-
sion of just a single cane did not guide modes in
the air (at least not at visible wavelengths).
From this point on we restrict our discussion to
fibers with a seven-unit-cell air core (Fig. 2).

We carried out initial characterization by
holding $3-cm-long samples vertically, illu-
minating them from below with white light
(using a tungsten halogen lamp), and observ-
ing the light transmitted through them in an
optical microscope (Fig. 3). The central air
core is filled with a single lobe of colored
light, its transverse profile being smooth,
peaked in the center, and falling off to very
low intensities at the glass-air boundary. A
significant amount of white light is present in
the periodic cladding, and it appears colorless
in comparison with the mode trapped in the
core. Different colors of the vacuum-guided
mode were seen, depending on the overall
fiber size and the drawing conditions used.
The precise color was sometimes hard to
assign by eye, and in some cases appeared to
be a mixture of different colors, for example
red and blue. For appropriate excitation with
the white light source, a few samples support-
ed a similarly colored two-lobed mode,
which we attribute to a second guided mode
falling in the same band gap as the first.

The transmission spectra through the air
core of lengths of fiber were measured by link-
ing the microscope by means of a conventional
multimode fiber to an optical spectrum analyz-
er. The spectral dependence of the waveguiding
in the air hole (Fig. 4) demonstrated that several
well-defined bands of transmission are present,
covering the whole visible spectrum and ex-
tending into the infrared. Within each transmis-
sion band, the losses are small (over fiber
lengths of several centimeters) or zero, whereas
between these bands the losses are much larger,
as expected in the absence of PBG effects (10).
We attribute each of these bands to a full 2D
PBG. Because the pitch of the crystal is large in

Fig. 2. (A) Scanning electron micrograph of the
cleaved end-face of a typical vacuum-guiding
fiber. The external diameter of the fiber is 105
#m (measured across the flat faces). The solid
canes around the outside of the fiber are an aid
to the fabrication. This fiber guided light (over
lengths of at least several tens of centimeters),
as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. (B) Detail of the
fiber illustrated in (A). The air-filling fraction in
the cladding (including the interstitial holes) is
$39% and the pitch is 4.9 #m. The core has a
diameter of 14.8 #m (measured across the
largest dimension).

Fig. 3. Optical micrograph of the field
intensity pattern at the exit face of a
$3-cm-long piece of fiber for white light
excitation at the entrance face. White
light is in the cladding regions, and the
isolated and brightly colored vacuum-
guided mode is in the center. Complete
removal of cladding modes is difficult
because of the incoherent illumination
and the relatively large air holes in the
structure, but they have been much re-
duced in the picture (without affecting
the guided mode) by the application of
index-matching liquid to the sides of
the fiber. The effects of chromatic dis-
persion of the objective lens, structural
features on the flat fiber surface, and
the color response of the photographic
film account for other minor colored
features on the fiber end-face.
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freely than in TIR guidance, because the PBG
conditions depend only on the properties of the
cladding stacks. Guided modes can exist with
mode indices !/k that are lower than the mean
index of the stacks (the frustrated tunneling
PBG case) or even lower than the lowest index
of the stacks (the Bragg PBG case), conferring
extra design freedom on PBG compared with
TIR guidance and allowing confinement within
a hollow core. To the best of our knowledge,
every type of conventional low-loss 2D
waveguide so far reported uses TIR as the
guidance mechanism [including our own “end-
lessly single-mode” PCFs (6)].

PBG guidance in a fiber requires the exis-
tence of a 2D PBG over a range of ! values in
whichever materials system is used. Although
we achieved this with frustrated tunneling PBG
guidance in our silica-air honeycomb PCF (7),
it is clear (8) that an even greater breakthrough
would be achieved if the fiber guided by means
of a Bragg PBG, for this would permit the
concentration of optical power in air. Such a
“vacuum guide” would have many of the de-
sirable features of an empty metal-clad micro-

wave channel guide, including the ability to
support extremely high power densities without
breakdown, and it would have the potential to
push the threshold intensities for stimulated
Raman and Brillouin scattering (among other
nonlinear effects) up to extremely high levels.

We have shown that simple triangular lat-
tices of air holes in silica (index contrast
1:1.46) can have full 2D PBGs in the Bragg
regime of ! values (that is, ! " k) if the
air-filling fraction is relatively high (3). The-
ory fails to predict full PBGs in silica-air
honeycomb PCFs in the Bragg PBG regime,
but this is perhaps not surprising because the
honeycomb fiber has a higher proportion of
silica and so is less likely to have PBGs at
low values of !/k.

The method of fabricating an air-guiding
PBG fiber follows our previously reported pro-
cedure for PCFs (5, 9). Tubes of silica glass are
pulled down to capillary canes on a fiber-draw-
ing tower. These canes typically have external
diameters of the order of 1 mm. The PCF
preform is constructed by stacking together by
hand several hundred capillary canes to form
the required crystal structure on a macroscopic
scale. The entire stack is then held together
while being fused and drawn down into fiber by
an optical fiber-drawing tower. A typical fiber
diameter is 40 to 100 #m, the total collapse
ratio being of the order of 104. The final fiber
cladding consists of a triangular array of air
holes in silica, with interstitial holes that result
from stacking circular capillaries. The fraction
of air in this part of the fiber needs to be
relatively large for the fiber to exhibit a suffi-
ciently broad band gap—typically more than
about 30% by volume.

The fiber core was formed by including a
larger air hole in the center of the preform. We
have studied fibers where this larger hole had
an area of one or seven unit cells of the cladding
material. In each case, the hole was created by
leaving out the appropriate number of canes
from the center of the preform stack. The whole

structure was then fused and pulled into fiber.
Of the resulting fibers, those formed by omis-
sion of just a single cane did not guide modes in
the air (at least not at visible wavelengths).
From this point on we restrict our discussion to
fibers with a seven-unit-cell air core (Fig. 2).

We carried out initial characterization by
holding $3-cm-long samples vertically, illu-
minating them from below with white light
(using a tungsten halogen lamp), and observ-
ing the light transmitted through them in an
optical microscope (Fig. 3). The central air
core is filled with a single lobe of colored
light, its transverse profile being smooth,
peaked in the center, and falling off to very
low intensities at the glass-air boundary. A
significant amount of white light is present in
the periodic cladding, and it appears colorless
in comparison with the mode trapped in the
core. Different colors of the vacuum-guided
mode were seen, depending on the overall
fiber size and the drawing conditions used.
The precise color was sometimes hard to
assign by eye, and in some cases appeared to
be a mixture of different colors, for example
red and blue. For appropriate excitation with
the white light source, a few samples support-
ed a similarly colored two-lobed mode,
which we attribute to a second guided mode
falling in the same band gap as the first.

The transmission spectra through the air
core of lengths of fiber were measured by link-
ing the microscope by means of a conventional
multimode fiber to an optical spectrum analyz-
er. The spectral dependence of the waveguiding
in the air hole (Fig. 4) demonstrated that several
well-defined bands of transmission are present,
covering the whole visible spectrum and ex-
tending into the infrared. Within each transmis-
sion band, the losses are small (over fiber
lengths of several centimeters) or zero, whereas
between these bands the losses are much larger,
as expected in the absence of PBG effects (10).
We attribute each of these bands to a full 2D
PBG. Because the pitch of the crystal is large in

Fig. 2. (A) Scanning electron micrograph of the
cleaved end-face of a typical vacuum-guiding
fiber. The external diameter of the fiber is 105
#m (measured across the flat faces). The solid
canes around the outside of the fiber are an aid
to the fabrication. This fiber guided light (over
lengths of at least several tens of centimeters),
as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. (B) Detail of the
fiber illustrated in (A). The air-filling fraction in
the cladding (including the interstitial holes) is
$39% and the pitch is 4.9 #m. The core has a
diameter of 14.8 #m (measured across the
largest dimension).

Fig. 3. Optical micrograph of the field
intensity pattern at the exit face of a
$3-cm-long piece of fiber for white light
excitation at the entrance face. White
light is in the cladding regions, and the
isolated and brightly colored vacuum-
guided mode is in the center. Complete
removal of cladding modes is difficult
because of the incoherent illumination
and the relatively large air holes in the
structure, but they have been much re-
duced in the picture (without affecting
the guided mode) by the application of
index-matching liquid to the sides of
the fiber. The effects of chromatic dis-
persion of the objective lens, structural
features on the flat fiber surface, and
the color response of the photographic
film account for other minor colored
features on the fiber end-face.
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(c)

Figure 3.1: (a) Image of the earliest report of a single-mode, single-material MOF
with detailed view of the core region. The core is supported by a silica slab surrounded
by two large air holes. Figure reproduced from [28]. (b) A SEM image of the first
index-guiding PCF where the small silica core is observable at the center of a periodic
hexagonal air-hole structure. Figure reproduced from [30]. (c) A SEM image of the first
hollow-core PCF with a zoomed view of the core region. Figure reproduced from [32].

 
Fig.1. Polymer (PMMA) microstructured fiber. (a) Fabricated microstructured fiber. White bar 
indicates 20 µm. (b) Near core power flow, time-average, profile and electric optical field 
directions (arrows). 
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where Ex/y is the electric field in the x or y direction and Hx/y is the magnetic field in the x or y 
direction (beam propagating in the z direction). 

The sensitivity coefficient r(%) is shown in Fig. 2 for the transparency region of the 
material used to manufacture the fibre (PMMA) and for three different filling configurations: 
(A) all holes are filled with air/gas (n=1), (B) all holes are filled with water (n=1.33) and (C) 
the cladding holes are filled with air and core holes with water. As expected, the evanescent 
field overlap with the sample (gas or liquid) is enhanced at longer wavelengths and when the 
index contrast is reduced .The value of r observed is due the mode spreading within the core 
holes, while the cladding holes have little influence. At 633 nm the r coefficient assumes 
values of 4.22% and 4.18% for the fibre completely filled with water (B) and for the fibre 
with core holes filled with water and cladding holes filled with air (C), respectively. If all 
holes are filled with air, r = 0.883% (A) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Sensitivity coefficient ‘r(%)’ as a function of wavelength. The marks represent: ( ) 
fibre with air filled holes (A), ( ) fibre with water filled holes (B), and ( ) fibre with core holes 
filled with water and cladding holes filled with air. On the right: white is air, rose is the fibre 
material (PMMA) and blue is the fluid 
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multimode if V ! 1, where many bounded modes are
supported to propagate within the core. However, when V
is sufficiently small so that only the two degenerate
polarization modes, i.e., the fundamental mode, can
propagate, the fiber is said to be single-mode. For a
standard optical fiber, it is single-mode when V< 2.405. In
the context of PCF, the first attempt to obtain an expression
for the V-parameter is based on an equivalent step-index
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Sensing with microstructured optical fibres

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Three large air-filled holey optical fibres: (a) a large core
HF (core diameter 45 µm), (b) a holey fibre with a 5 µm core and
(c) a small core holey fibre with a 1.5 µm core.

requirements for designing effective evanescent field devices
using HFs.

The predictions for the optical properties of HFs which
are described here were calculated using a hybrid orthogonal
function approach which is described in detail in [3, 8]. This
technique involves decomposing the transverse electrical field
distribution using localized functions. The central index defect
and the air hole lattice are described independently using
localized functions for the defect and periodic functions for
the holes. This can be both efficient and accurate because the
physical quantities are described by functions chosen carefully
to suit. Using this model, we can calculate the fraction of the
power of the fundamental mode that is located in the air holes.
We label this parameter PFholes.

For most of the HFs which have been fabricated thus far,
PFholes is typically insignificant over the wavelength range
from λ = 0.5–2 µm. For example, see the lower set of curves
in figure 2, which correspond to fibres with a fixed hole-to-
hole spacing of " = 3.2 µm, the hole spacing for the HF
shown in the insert. Each curve corresponds to a fibre with a
different relative size of holes (d/"), as indicated on the graph.
Looking at the modes of such fibres, we observe that the field
distribution decays dramatically when it encounters an air hole,

Figure 2. The fraction of the modal power located in the holes for a
range of fibres. The inset shows a HF with a pitch of 3.2 µm.

so the mode is effectively confined within the innermost ring
of holes.

The field distribution for the fundamental mode depends
strongly on the size of the features in the HF profile relative to
the wavelength. We show here that, by careful choice of fibre
geometry, it is possible to significantly increase PFholes. To
understand how this can be done, consider a solid silica rod
of diameter 1.25" suspended in air. Although this suspended
structure is clearly impractical, it gives a good approximation
to large-air-fill HFs such as the one in figures 1 and 2. The
value 1.25" is chosen because it allows good agreement with
HFs in this step-index fibre analogy [9]. The modes of this
simple suspended structure can be found exactly [10] and it
can be shown that a significant fraction of the fundamental is
located outside the core (i.e. in the air) when V < 2, where V
is the fibre parameter. This leads to the requirement λ ! 2.2"
in order for PFholes to be significant. This rule of thumb can
be applied to large-hole holey fibres, in which a fine web of
silica acts to effectively isolate the solid core region from the
air (see figures 1 and 2). At telecommunications wavelengths,
this condition is satisfied only for small ", which leads to
small-scale fibres with correspondingly small mode areas (of
order 1 µm2). Hence, in addition, the tight mode confinement
in such small-core fibres also leads to the onset of nonlinear
effects at extremely low-power levels, so these fibres have a
range of potential applications as highly efficient nonlinear
devices.

The upper curves in figure 2 show PFholes for a range of
HFs with pitch " = 0.75 µm; we have used the condition
λ ! 2.2" from above to guide our choice of ", and d is the
diameter of the holes. It is clear that using this smaller " has
dramatically increased PFholes. For example, PFholes ≈ 30%
at 1.5 µm for a HF with a relative hole size d/" = 0.8
and separation " = 0.75 µm. Also, note that better overlap
between the field and the holes is obtained when the air filling
fraction is large, as might be expected. As shown in figure 1, it
is possible to fabricate HFs with such large holes. Figure 1(c)
shows one example of a particularly small-core HF, with a core
diameter of 1.5 µm, and this small core is close to the regime in
which a very significant air/mode overlap occurs. We have also
fabricated fibres with small, effectively air-suspended cores
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Figure 4 MOFs made from extruded preforms. Made at the ORC, Southampton. (Left)
Nonlinear bismuth glass fiber. Made at the ORC, Southampton. (Center) One-dimensional
layered soft-glass fiber. (Right) Complex extruded polymer preform. Made at the Centre of
Expertise in Photonics, University of Adelaide.

with these effective nonlinearities close to this value have been manufactured (37).
Note that glasses with a higher refractive index can provide better confinement and
thus smaller mode areas. Nonlinearity tailoring can also be achieved via choice
of the glass host material, and significantly higher values of n2 can be achieved
using high-index soft glasses. For example, fiber nonlinearities as high as γ ≈ 1860
(W . km)−1 have been reported in index-guiding MOFs made from lead silicate
glass (38).

At the opposite extreme, low values of γ (and large effective mode areas) are
effective for avoiding both nonlinear effects and fiber damage for a range of high
power applications. Although LMAFs can be produced using conventional core-
clad designs, microstructured fiber designs are attractive for a number of reasons.
First, pure silica index-guiding MOFs offer a number of useful features for high
power delivery applications, including broadband SM guidance and the option of
using a pure silica glass core (which offers better power handing than a doped core).
SM silica MOFs with mode areas as large as 1400 µm2 have been achieved at
1550 nm (γ < 0.1) (39). Silica LMAFs are discussed in more detail in
Section 6.

PBGFs can have less than 1% of the guided mode located in the silica within
the cladding, and a typical mode area for a PBGF operating at 1.06 µm produced
to date is Aeff ≈ 20 µm2. Hence, values of γ as low as of order 0.01 are attainable
in PBGFs. Thus, these fibers are very attractive for a broad range of high power
applications.

3.3. Dispersion

A broad range of highly unusual dispersive properties of microstructured fibers
is possible within both classes of MOFs. In index-guiding MOFs, the dispersion
can be particularly strongly influenced by the cladding configuration, particularly
when the features within the cladding are on the scale of the wavelength of light and
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for defining two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystals is electron beam lithography.
However, this technique is not well suited for defining structures that are truly
extended in the third dimension.

In 1995, a technique was proposed for producing 2D silica/air structures with
micron-scale features; it involved taking advantage of established optical-fiber
manufacturing techniques (5). The fabrication concept involved stacking macro-
scopic silica capillary tubes together into a hexagonal lattice to form a preform with
millimeter-scale features and then to pull this preform into a fiber with micron-
scale features, using a drawing tower, as described in more detail in Section 4. This
new class of microstructured fiber, commonly referred to as MOF, holey fiber (HF),
or photonic crystal fiber (PCF), provides a host of interesting and technologically
enabling optical properties. MOFs possess a solid core surrounded by a cladding
region defined by a fine array of air holes extending along the full fiber length.
They are typically made of a single material and can guide light through one of two
mechanisms. The first mechanism is a modified form of total internal reflection,
as the average refractive index in the solid core region of the fiber is greater than
that of the surrounding air-filled region; such fibers are often described as index-
guiding MOFs or simply HFs. An example of this fiber type is shown in Figure 1a.

Figure 1 Silica MOFs [fabricated at the Optoelectronics Research Centre
(ORC), Southampton]. (a) Large-mode index-guiding MOF. (b) Air-core pho-
tonic bandgap fiber (PBGF).
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each core. Stress effects were produced in the cores 
during the manufacture, which gave rise to an 
optical path difference between the cores, when 
these were subjected to physical parameters. 

Figure 5 shows the response of both sensing 
heads to temperature. When temperature increases, 
the stress created by manufacture is diminished. 

 
Fig. 5 Temperature responses of the two SCF-FLMs. 

Comparing the two sensing heads, the single 
core shows evidence of being a good solution for a 
temperature-independent strain sensor. The twin 
core presents an alternative solution as a temperature 
independent torsion sensor using an analysis based 
on the amplitude signal converted in an FFT [13]. 

3.2 Multi-interferometer 

The in-fiber multi-interferometer experimental 
configuration is presented in Fig. 6. A broadband 
optical source with a bandwidth of 100 nm and a 
central wavelength at 1550 nm was used to 
illuminate the multi-interferometer. An OSA was 
used to measure the transmission spectral response 
of the sensing head with a resolution of 0.1 nm. 

 
h

2L

 
Fig. 6 Experimental configuration of the multi-interferometer 

and scheme of the sensing head. 

Figure 7 presents the cross-section of the 

suspended multi-core fiber. Seven suspended cores 
constituted the fiber. The multi-core fiber section 
was spliced between two small sections of the 
expansible fiber (graded index) to guarantee not 
only the excitation of all cores, but also the coupling 
to the SMF [14]. In this situation, multi-interference 
would be expected in the second splice region. The 
configuration was analogous to a multiple 
Mach-Zehnder in parallel. The spectral response 
observed in the OSA was a modulated set of fringes 
with different amplitudes and frequencies, however, 
it could be processed when the FFT analysis was 
used [14]. 

 
Fig. 7 Cross-section of the suspended multi-core fiber. 

When the curvature was applied in this 
configuration, there was a change in the peak 
amplitude. The two peaks with the highest intensity 
were monitored, and the ratio between both signals 
exhibited a sensitivity of –4.34 dB·m, as shown in 
Fig. 8. This was a referenced analysis, resulting in 
the elimination of the source fluctuations. The  
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Fig. 8 Curvature response of the suspended multi-core fiber. 

advantage of this configuration is that it can be used 

(g)
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(a) (b)

Figure 13. (a) Cross-section of typical microstructured POF [8]. (b) Transmission spectrum of LPG inscribed by heat imprinting of
mPOF [69].

Liu et al [61] combined FBG sensors in silica and PMMA
optical fibers in series to independently measure strain and
temperature, through the equation

!
!λp

!λs

"
=

!
Kϵp KT p

Kϵs KT s

" !
ϵ

!T

"
(5)

where the K matrix is constructed of the sensitivities of the
Bragg wavelength shifts of the FBGs in the polymer (!λp)
and silica (!λs) fibers to strain and temperature. These
measurements are significantly better than those previously
obtained using two FBGS in silica fibers at different
wavelengths due to the fact that the sensitivity to strain and
temperature are very different for the polymer and silica
materials. The measured strain sensitivities were Kϵp =
1.48 pm/µϵ for the PMMA FBG and Kϵs = 1.15 pm/µϵ
for the silica FBG. Additionally, the temperature sensitivity of
the silica FBG is positive, while the temperature sensitivity
of the PMMA FBG is negative. In a similar arrangement,
Zhang et al [62] combined silica and PMMA FBG sensors
to independently measure temperature and humidity. In this
work, the differentiation between the two parameters was even
stronger, due to the low sensitivity of silica and high sensitivity
of PMMA to humidity.

Li et al [63] wrote long period gratings in low-mode POFs
through photo-etching of the PMMA POF cladding. Although
the POF was low-mode at the wavelength of the grating
resonance (λ = 1570 nm), interference between multiple
modes was not observed. Such a long period grating could
also be applied as a strain/temperature sensor, however Li et al
[63] did not measure the sensitivity of the grating resonance to
these parameters.

Other researchers have used the material flexibilities of
POFs to write FBGs with unusual properties. Luo et al
[64, 65] wrote fiber Bragg gratings and long period gratings
in a multi-mode POF (10 modes propagated at the wavelength
632.8 nm) with a azopolymer core. The azopolymer exhibits
photoinduced birefringence that can be written using linearly
polarized light and then removed using circularly polarized
light. In this manner, a Bragg grating was written and
erased in the POF repeatedly through eight cycles. Recently,
fiber Bragg gratings have also been successfully written into
microstructured polymer optical fibers. These sensors will be
presented in section 5.3.

5.3. Microstructured POF sensors

Researchers at the University of Sydney first fabricated mi-
crostructured polymer optical fibers (mPOFs) to overcome the
high intrinsic attenuation properties of common polymers [16].
Microstructured POFs (also known as ‘holey fibers’) guide
light due to a hole pattern in the fiber cross-section. An
example mPOF cross-section is shown in figure 13(a). A
review of the properties of mPOFs is beyond the scope of
this article, however an extensive description can be found
in [8]. For sensing applications, the advantages of mPOFs
over conventional, solid core optical polymer optical fibers
are: (1) as the lightwave propagates through less material in
the cross-section, the intrinsic attenuation is potentially lower;
(2) due to the difference in guiding properties, a mPOF can
be single-mode for a wide range of wavelengths ranging from
the visible to near-infrared and (3) this single-mode property is
obtained without an extremely small core size, which increases
the coupling efficiency to and from the POF.

Dobb et al [66] first successfully wrote FBGs in both
low-mode and single-mode mPOFs through ultraviolet (UV)
inscription. A high intensity exposure of the POF to the UV
light was required to compensate for the scattering losses at the
hole–air interfaces. The amount of scattering, and therefore
the success of the FBG inscription, was highly dependent on
the orientation of the microstructure relative to the writing
UV beam. The resulting grating had a Bragg wavelength of
1536 nm and a length of 10 mm. When axial strain was
applied to the FBG the Bragg wavelength was shifted 41 nm
(at a maximum strain just below 3%), at which point the
spectral width of the source was reached [8]. The actual
upper strain tuning limit of the mPOF FBG is not known.
Some hysteresis was observed in the wavelength shift after
unloading. Carroll et al [67] later measured the temperature
sensitivity of similar FBGs. In unannealed mPOFs, the
temperature sensitivity was up to −95 pm ◦C−1. However, the
sensitivity of the unannealed mPOF also showed a high degree
of nonlinearity and hysteresis that make it difficult to apply for
sensing applications. Therefore, Carroll et al [67] repeated the
temperature testing on annealed mPOFs, which demonstrated a
temperature sensitivity of −52 pm ◦C−1, still much higher than
comparable silica optical fibers. This temperature sensitivity
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Fig. 2.  SEMS and photographs of respective MOF (a) high delta MOF (b) photonic crystal 
MOF; (c) grapefruit MOF;  (d) air-clad MOF. 

 2.1 Fiber gratings and cladding mode resonances 

The transmission spectra of a FBG and LPG written in the core of a conventional fiber are 
shown in Fig. 3(a)-(b). Also shown in Fig. 3, is a schematic illustrating grating induced 
coupling from a guided core mode to higher order modes, which are confined by the glass air 
interface; these are referred to as cladding modes. The sharp resonant loss on the short 
wavelength side of the Bragg resonance in Fig. 3(a) is due to coupling to the counter-
propagating cladding modes. Similarly, the coupling to the co-propagating cladding modes by 
the LPG manifests as peak loss at a certain wavelength in the transmission of the fiber.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig.3. (a) Typical transmission spectrum of FBG in standard fibers exhibiting short wavelength 
loss. Each dip in the transmission spectrum is associated with grating facilitated phase 
matching to a counter-propagating cladding mode. The inset shows a schematic of Bragg 
grating in the core of a conventional optical fiber. Fig. 3. (b) The corresponding transmission 
spectrum of LPG. 
 
A simple description of the core and cladding modes can be obtained through 

inspection of the transmission spectrum of a FBG written into a photosensitive core of a 
MOF. The effective index of the fundamental mode localized in the core region (nco) can be 
determined using the Bragg condition λB=2ncoΛFBG [15], where ΛFBG is the period of the FBG. 
The effective indices of the cladding modes (nclad,i) can then be determined using the phase 
matching condition for a cladding resonance: βclad,i  +β01  =2π/ΛFBG, where βclad,i  is the 
propagation constant of the ith cladding mode propagating in the opposite direction to the 
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Figure 3.2: Examples of the wide variety of existing MOFs. Figures reproduced from:
(a) [15]; (b) and (c) [14]; (d) [16]; (e) and (f) [29]; (g) [33]; (h) [34]; (i) and (j) [35].
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3. Fabrication and Post-Processing of a Caterpillar-Like Fiber

In stack-and-draw procedures, the preform is built by stacking several glass capillaries

in order to obtain the desired fiber design in a relatively large diameter of ∼ 20 mm. This

allows an almost arbitrary definition of fiber properties such as pitch (distance between

neighbouring holes), core diameter and hole spatial distribution that will affect the final

refractive index profile. The preform is brought to a fiber drawing tower and it is ei-

ther drawn directly to the desired fiber diameter, or an intermediate preform is created

by drawing the original one down to millimeter scale. This intermediate preform may

once again be drawn in order to achieve MOFs with smaller features, down to µm scale

– multiple thinning. During the whole process, environmental parameters like pressure

or temperature are controlled in order to further modify the fiber’s final structure. For

example, the capillaries can be dilated by increasing their inner pressure during the draw-

ing process and in this way obtain a fiber with larger holes. Fig. 3.3 (b) represents a

simplified stack-and-draw fiber fabrication process.

After fabrication, the practical use of MOFs is limited by the ability to merge them with

 

of an SF57 glass based HF exhibiting a record nonlinearity in 
detail in Section IV. It is also worth noting that many of these 
more exotic glass types, in particular the chalcogenides, offer 
extended transmission into the mid-IR. Microstructured fiber 
technology thus promises a new generation of fibers for mid-IR 
applications in medicine, sensing and defense. 
 
Whilst HFs are typically pure air glass structures it is worth 
noting that MF concepts can also be applied to solid fibers 
made from two glasses with substantially different refractive 
indices, provided of course that these glasses are adequately 
matched in terms of their thermal and mechanical properties 
[23]. This opens up new fabrication possibilities and provides 
significant advantages for certain fiber types - not least in the 
sense that the fiber geometry is defined at the preform 
fabrication stage and that only the structure scale is defined at 
the draw stage.  
 
In Fig.2a we illustrate a new extrusion technique for the 
production of a high-index-core, 1D, MOF based on two 
optical glasses with high index-contrast [24]. The 
microstructured preform with multiple coaxial rings is 
fabricated by extruding alternately stacked high- and low-index 
glass discs through a die of circular cross section. 
 
The two glasses in this instance were a lead-oxide containing 
borosilicate glass (PbO >30mol.%) with a refractive index of 

n=1.76 at 1550nm (referred as B1 hereafter), and a potassium-
fluoride (KF) containing borosilicate glass with index n=1.53 at 
1550nm (referred as H1 hereafter). Fig.2(b) shows the viscosity 
curves of these two glasses measured using the parallel-disc 
technique. It can be seen that there is some thermal mismatch 
between these two glasses in the extrusion and fiber drawing 
regimes. However our results show that this thermal mismatch 
is within acceptable bounds. In our experiments 1.0 mm thick 
high-index glass discs were stacked alternately with 2.0 mm 
thick low-index glass discs. The stack of glass discs was heated 
to above the glass softening temperature (corresponding 
viscosity: ~109-107 poise). The stack was then extruded through 
the circular die exit under visco-elastic glass flow conditions to 
form a preform with multiple coaxial ring layers. The extruded 
preform was then reduced in scale on a fiber-drawing tower 
into cane with a 790 ± 10 µm outer-diameter (OD). An 80mm-
long section of uniform cane was selected and inserted within a 
high-index B1 glass jacket-tube with 18mm OD and 800 ± 10 
µm inner-diameter (ID). Finally, this rod-in-tube assembly was 
pulled into a high-index-core 1D MOF. Fibers with a variety of 
ODs ranging from 825 to 115 µm were produced.  
 
Figs.3a and b show Scanning Electronic Microscope (SEM) 
photographs of this high-index-core 1D MOF with 825µm and 
135µm OD, respectively. The high-index-core is surrounded by 
9 alternate rings of low and high-index glass. Observe that the 
resulting core and rings are highly circular and concentric. By 
examining SEMs for fibers with ODs ranging from 825µm to 
135µm we were able to demonstrate that the microstructure 
geometry of this high-index-core 1D MOF is dimension-
independent as expected and consistent with previous 

Fig.2:  (a) All glass high-index core 1D MOF fabricated using a simple 
extrusion technique from alternating flat discs of two different glasses of 
suitably matched thermal and chemical characteristics (B1 and H1).  (b) 
Plot showing the viscosity characteristics of the two glasses illustrating the 
temperature ranges for both preform fabrication and fiber drawing.  
 

Fig.3: SEMs of two fibers of different ODs drawn from the same extruded 
preform showing preservation of the initial structure on two different 
dimension scales ((a) fiber OD=825µm, (b) fiber OD=135µm).   
 

(a)

A P P L I E D P H Y S I C S

Photonic Crystal Fibers
Philip Russell

Photonic crystal fibers guide light by corralling it within a periodic array of microscopic
air holes that run along the entire fiber length. Largely through their ability to overcome
the limitations of conventional fiber optics—for example, by permitting low-loss
guidance of light in a hollow core—these fibers are proving to have a multitude of
important technological and scientific applications spanning many disciplines. The result
has been a renaissance of interest in optical fibers and their uses.

Standard “step index” optical fibers guide
light by total internal reflection, which
operates only if the core has a higher

refractive index than the encircling cladding.
Rays of light in the core, striking the interface
with the cladding, are completely reflected.
The wave nature of light dictates that guid-
ance occurs only at certain angles, i.e., that
only a small number of discrete “modes” can
form. If only one mode exists, the fiber is
known as “single mode.”

In 1991, the idea emerged that light could
be trapped inside a hollow fiber core by
creating a periodic wavelength-scale lattice
of microscopic holes in the cladding glass—a
“photonic crystal” (1). To understand how
this might work, consider that all wave-
length-scale periodic structures exhibit rang-
es of angle and color (“stop bands”) where
incident light is strongly reflected. This is the
origin of the color in butterfly wings, peacock
feathers, and holograms such as those found
on credit cards. In photonic band gap (PBG)
materials, however, these stop bands broaden
to block propagation in every direction, re-
sulting in the suppression of all optical vibra-
tions within the range of wavelengths
spanned by the PBG (2). Appropriately de-
signed, the holey photonic crystal cladding,
running along the entire length of the fiber,
can prevent the escape of light from a
hollow core. Thus, it becomes possible to
escape the straitjacket of total internal re-
flection and trap light in a hollow fiber core
surrounded by glass.

In the early 1970s, there had been the
suggestion that a cylindrical Bragg
waveguide might be produced in which rings
of high- and low-refractive index are ar-
ranged around a central core (3). Recently, a
successful solid-core version of this structure,
made using modified chemical vapor deposi-
tion (MCVD), was reported (4). The effort is

now heading toward a hollow-core version,
an ambitious goal that requires a materials
system with much larger refractive index
contrast than the few percent offered by
MCVD (5).

Was it realistic to imagine making a pho-
tonic crystal fiber (PCF)? Fiber fabricators
who have long memories will recall how
difficult it was to make “single material”
fibers. Proposed in the 1970s as low-loss
single-mode fibers and made entirely from
pure silica, they consisted of a tubular clad-
ding shell connected to a central core by
thin webs of glass (6 ). However, such fi-
bers proved very hard to make, and work on
them was abandoned with the advent of
MCVD (7 ).

So why bother to tackle such a difficult—
and apparently impractical—technology?
The first reason was simple curiosity: the idea
of using a photonic band gap to trap light in
a hollow core was intriguing. Second, stan-
dard fiber had become a highly respected
elder statesman with a wonderful history but
nothing new to say. It seemed that, whatever
it could do, step-index fiber did it extremely
well. The trouble was that it could not do
enough. What was needed were fibers that
could carry more power, could be used for
sensing, could act as better hosts for rare-
earth ions, had multiple cores, had higher
nonlinearities, or had higher birefringence or
widely engineerable dispersion. In fact,
conventional fiber was not really good at
delivering anything except optical telecom-
munications. So many new applications and
developments have emerged from the PCF
concept that there is now a need to rewrite the
textbooks on fiber optics (8, 9).

Fabrication Techniques
The first challenge was to devise a fabrication
method. There was no particularly helpful
precedent; nobody had ever tried to make a
fiber like this before. The closest structures
were glass nanocrystals (10), but these were
only a few hundreds of micrometers thick.
After several false starts, it was discovered
that silica capillaries could be stacked, fused
together, and drawn successfully down to
PCF (Fig. 1) (11). This stack-and-draw pro-
cedure proved highly versatile, allowing
complex lattices to be assembled from indi-
vidual stackable units of the correct size and
shape. Solid, empty, or doped glass regions
could easily be incorporated. My team had
chanced upon a technology first used in the
third- to first-centuries BC by the Egyptians
to make mosaic glass (12). The technique’s
success is largely due to the mechanical sta-
bility of the structure—the surface tension

Department of Physics, University of Bath, Claverton
Down, Bath BA2 7AY, UK. E-mail: p.s.j.russell
@bath.ac.uk

Fig. 1. A stack of glass tubes and rods (a) is
constructed as a macroscopic “preform” with
the required photonic crystal structure. It is
then fused together and drawn down to fiber
(c) in two stages using a standard fiber drawing
tower. To soften the silica glass, the furnace (b)
runs at 1800° to 2000°C.
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(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) Extrusion of a Bragg fiber from a multilayer of stacked glass discs.
Figure reproduced from [40]. (b) In the stack-and-draw technique, glass capilaries are
a) stacked together, b) fused in a furnace at ∼ 2000 ◦C and c) drawn into fibers. Figure

reproduced from [37].
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3.3. Splicing and Fabrication Techniques

conventional optical fiber technology. Ideally this should be achieved by the ubiquitous

electric-arc fusion splicing technique.

Although better control of the splicing process can be achieved with resistive heating

elements [38], several authors have reported results and optimization procedures on fusion

splicing MOFs with an SMF using electric-arc discharge [14, 41]. The main idea is that

since MOFs have a smaller volume of silica, the amount of energy that needs to be delivered

so that glass is fused is smaller than in the case of an SMF. As such, authors start with

the standard fusion parameters of SMFs and optimize them in order to lower splicing

losses or reduce the effect of the electric-arc on the MOF structure. Usually the affected

parameters are discharge current, discharge duration and offset between the center of the

electric-arc and the interface between both fibers (fig. 3.4 (a)).

Often, mode field mismatch between both fibers can be one of the main loss mech-

anisms in splices [14, 38]. Mode field compatibility can be attained by creating slowly

varying core taper regions that match MOF and SMF mode profiles (fig. 3.4 (b)). Op-

positely, hole collapse can affect applications where the structural integrity of the MOF

is critical. This can be minimized by calibrating the fusion parameters so that the MOF

is far from the center of the discharge area and the current is as small as possible while

guaranteeing good adhesion between both fibers [41].

Notwithstanding, there is no definite procedure on how to correctly splice a MOF and

ultimately this process has to be optimized for the specific MOF in use and the application

which one envisages.

The ability to produce and connect highly versatile microstructured fibers with con-

ventional ones does not however solve all the drawbacks of MOFs. Despite having the

fraction (e.g., NL-3.3-800 PCF), partial collapse of the
cladding holes may not help, and an intermediate fiber
(e.g., UHNA3 from Nufern) with a small MFD similar to
that of the PCF in one end and with MFD enlarged to
match the SMF on the other end may be used to reduce the
splice loss (Fig. 29(c)). In splicing SMFs to HC PBFs, it
was noticed that, in addition to the partial collapse of air
holes, a recess at the end of the HC PBF [81] was created
due to surface tension. This creates an air-gap between the
two fibers and would increase the coupling loss. We have
demonstrated low-loss splicing of different PCFs with
conventional SMFs, and the optimized splice results are
listed in Table 2. It should be mentioned that the measured
loss for the SMF28/HC-1550-02 splice is from SMF to HC
PBF, the loss from HC PBF to SMF is considerably larger
(>2.5 dB), because higher order modes may be excited in
HC-1550-02 and they are not coupled well into the SMF.
The results may be further improved by using a fusion
splicer which has a higher precision in alignment and in
controlling fusion energy. The experimental results con-
firm that fusion splicing is a simple but still practical
solution to solve the coupling problem between PCFs and
SMFs, which will benefit the development of different PCF
devices and sensors in practical applications.

8 Summary

This paper reviews some of the recent developments in
PCFs, devices and sensors. The coverage is not exhaustive
but rather discusses some of the work we are familiar with.
Significant part of the work described here was actually
carried out in the laboratories of ourselves and our
collaborators. The research on PCF is continuing and it
is expected that many new developments and applications
will come out in the near future. One particular interesting
area of development may be the development of
components and systems based on HC-PBFs. The novel
light guiding mechanisms and properties of the HC-PBFs
will allow the development of novel devices, and sensors

1) http://www.nktphotonics.com/, http://www.crystal-fibre.com/

Table 1 Different PCFs and fiber parameter at 1550 nm1) [107]
fiber core diameter/μm relative hole size d/Λ pitch Λ /μm MFD/μm numerical aperture/NA

LMA-10 10.71 0.46 7.14 8.5 0.14

HC-1550-02 10.9 > 90%* 3.8 7.5 0.12

LMA-5 4.5 0.44 2.9 4.1 0.23

NL-3.3-880 3.4 >89%* 3.0 2.2 0.41

PM-1550-01 — large hole 0.97
small hole 0.51

4.17 long axis 3.6
short axis 3.1

—

SMF-28 8.3 — — 10.4 0.14

Note: * Air filling fraction

Fig. 29 (a) Splicing SMF to PCF with offset of the joint to the
central axis of arc discharge; (b) splicing SMF to PCF having the
same MFD; (c) splicing SMF to small-core PCF with an
intermediate fiber; (d) splicing SMF to small-core PCF with a
controlled collapse of air-holes to enlarge the model field [107]
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size by collapse (under surface tension) or inflation (under in-
ternal overpressure) when heating to the softening temperature
of the glass. Thus, not only can the fiber be stretched locally to
reduce its cross-sectional area, but also, the microstructure can
itself be radically altered.

1) Cleaving and Splicing: PCFs cleave cleanly using stan-
dard tools, showing slight end face distortion only when the
core crystal is extremely small (interhole spacing ∼1 µm) and
the air-filling fraction is very high (> 50%). Solid glass end
caps can be formed by collapsing the holes (or filling them
with sol–gel glass) at the fiber end to form a coreless structure
through which light can be launched into the fiber. A solid-
core PCF can be fusion spliced successfully both to itself and
to step-index fiber using resistive heating elements (electric
arcs do not allow sufficient control). The two fiber ends are
placed in intimate contact and heated to softening point. With
careful control, they fuse together without distortion. Provided
the mode areas are well matched, splice losses of < 0.2 dB
can normally be achieved, except when the core is extremely
small (i.e., less than ∼1.5 µm). Fusion splicing of hollow-core
fibers is feasible when there is a thick solid glass outer sheath
[e.g., as depicted in Fig. 9(a)], although very low splice losses
can be obtained simply by placing identical fibers end-to-end
and clamping them (the index-matching “fluid” for hollow-core
PCF is vacuum).

The ability to hermetically splice a gas-filled hollow-core
PCF to SMF has made it possible to produce in-line gas cells
for stimulated Raman scattering in hydrogen and frequency
measurement and stabilization (using acetylene). These de-
velopments may lead for the first time to practical miniature
gas–laser devices that could even be coiled up inside a credit
card [93].

2) Mode Transformers: In many applications, it is important
to be able to change the mode area without losing light. This
is done traditionally using miniature bulk optics—tiny lenses
precisely designed to match to a desired numerical aperture
and spot size. In PCFs, an equivalent effect can be obtained by
scanning a heat source (flame or carbon dioxide laser) along
the fiber. This causes the holes to collapse, with the degree
of collapse depending on the dwell time of the heat. Drawing
the two fiber ends apart at the same time provides additional
control. Graded transitions can fairly easily be made—mode
diameter reductions as high as 5 : 1 have been realized with
low loss.

Ferrule methods have been developed for making low-loss
interfaces between conventional SMFs and PCFs [94]. Adapted
from the fabrication of PCF preforms from stacked tubes and
rods, these techniques avoid splicing and are versatile enough
to interface to virtually any type of index-guiding silica PCF
(Fig. 21). They are effective for coupling light into and out
of all of the individual cores of a multicore fiber without
input or output crosstalk. The technique also creates another
opportunity—the use of taper transitions to couple light be-
tween a multimode fiber and several SMFs. When the number
of SMFs matches the number of spatial modes in the multi-
mode fiber, the transition can have low loss in both directions.
This means that the high performance of SMF devices can be
reached in multimode systems, for example, a multimode fiber

Fig. 21. Schematic (not to scale) of the ferrule tapering technique for creating
low-loss interfaces between standard step-index fiber and solid-core PCF.
(a) Finished device. (b) Detail of the transition (after [94]).

filter with the transmission spectrum of an SMF Bragg grating
[95], which is a device that has applications in earth-based
astronomy, where the high throughput of a multimode fiber
can be retained while unwanted atmospheric emission lines are
filtered out.

A further degree of freedom may be gained by pressurizing
the holes during the taper process [96]. The resulting hole
inflation permits radical changes in the guidance characteristics.
It is possible, for example, to transform a PCF, with a relatively
large core and small air-filling fraction, into a PCF with a very
small core and a large air-filling fraction, the transitions having
very low loss [97].

3) In-Fiber Devices: Precise use of heat and pressure in-
duces large changes in the optical characteristics of PCFs,
giving rise to a whole family of new intrafiber components.
Microcouplers can be made in a PCF with two optically isolated
cores by collapsing the holes to allow the mode fields to expand
and interact with each other, creating local coupling [98]. Long-
period gratings, which scatter the core light into cladding modes
within certain wavelength bands, can be made by periodic
modulation of hole size [99]. By rocking a birefringent PCF
to and fro while scanning a carbon dioxide laser along it, so-
called “rocking filters” can be made, which transfer power
from one polarization state to the other within a narrow band
of wavelengths [100]. All these components have one great
advantage over equivalent devices made in conventional fiber:
Because they are formed by permanent changes in morphology,
they are highly stable with temperature and over time.

Heating and stretching PCF can result in quite remarkable
changes in the scale of the micro/nanostructures without sig-
nificant distortion. Recently, a solid-core PCF was reduced five
times in linear scale, resulting in a core diameter of 500 nm
(Fig. 22). This permitted the formation of a PCF with a
zero-dispersion wavelength that matched the 532-nm emission
wavelength of a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser [101] (this
is important for SC generation—see Section IV-A). A further

(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) Electric-arc offset for splice loss reduction. Figure reproduced from
[14]. (b) A slowly varying taper for mode field matching. Figure reproduced from [38].
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3. Fabrication and Post-Processing of a Caterpillar-Like Fiber

possibility of specifically designing a MOF to obtain low propagation loss, in general these

have values 2− 3 orders of magnitude higher than that of SMFs (∼ 1− 10 dB km−1) [14].

This is mainly due to the difficulty in maintaining homogenous conditions during the fiber

drawing process, which leads to loss-inducing structural defects. Intrinsic loss remains the

main limitation of MOFs in conventional SMF telecommunication circuits and restricts

the maximum fiber length that one can use. Even so, in applications where loss is not

such a critical aspect or where shorter lengths of fiber are needed, microstructured fibers

have created new lines of innovative engineering approaches.

3.4 Fabrication of a caterpillar-like MOF

In this dissertation, a new MOF design is presented, motivated by the need for novel

fiber optic devices to perform studies on the interaction of light with fluids. The proposed

fiber (fig. 3.5 (a)) consists on a five-hole MOF, with a structure resembling that of a

caterpillar (fig. 3.5 (c)). In order for this MOF to be spliced with SMFs, the diameter

should be around 125µm to guarantee optimum splice integrity and resistance. Since the

holes will be filled with fluids, previous experiences have shown that these should have

a minimum diameter of 10µm to allow fluid flow across the holes. Finally, in order to

build fiber interferometers, the cavities should be close enough to allow evanescent field

coupling of neighbouring holes. The hole spacing should thus be as short as possible, with

a maximum value of ∼ 1µm.

Taking into consideration the desired parameters, a glass preform structure that could

be drawn into the proposed 5-hole MOF was designed. The preform is shown in fig.

3.5 (b). It has 91 glass elements stacked in a hexagonal structure. First, 91 pure fused

silica glass rods were manually cleaned and stacked. Afterwards, five rods in the center

were substituted by hollow capillaries with a wall thickness of 100µm. Each element has

a diameter of 1 mm and a length of 50 cm, which makes the preform 11 mm wide and

50 cm long. Finally, the stacked preform was inserted in a glass jacket for additional

structural integrity, increasing the final width to ∼ 13 mm. A glassblower then fixed all

these elements by fusing the end tips.

In order to manufacture the desired MOF, the intersticial air in the hexagonal struc-

ture and between this one and the circular glass jacket must be removed during the
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3.4. Fabrication of a caterpillar-like MOF

Fiber Diameter
125µm

Hole Diameter
10 − 15µm

Hole Spacing
∼ 1µm

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: (a) Cross-section parameters and (b) preform of the fabricated mi-
crostructured fiber inspired on a (c) caterpillar. Picture reproduced from [42].

drawing process, whereas the capillaries’ structure should be maintained. To accomplish

this, pressure outside the capillaries needs to be reduced to very low values to obtain a

homogenous glass cladding and a positive pressure difference between the capillaries and

the intersticial volume should be created to guarantee that the former do not collapse.

For this purpose, intersticial pressure was actively reduced with a rotary mechanical vac-

uum pump, whereas the capillaries were closed by fusing both ends. Consequently, in

order to control the fiber structure during drawing, pressure inside the capillaries must

be controlled passively, eg. by changing the drawing tower’s oven temperature, or the

intersticial vacuum pressure.

Following the stacking process, the preform was brought to the drawing tower. Three

different fiber structures were drawn, each with a length of 100 m, the difference among

them being the drawing temperature which alters the pressure diference and, consequently,

the fiber’s cross-section. The fiber turned out to be very fragile and the drawing conditions
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3. Fabrication and Post-Processing of a Caterpillar-Like Fiber

were changed whenever the fiber broke during the drawing process. Optical microscopy

pictures of the three samples is shown in fig. 3.6. Each sample is associated with a

codename, which is indicated under the corresponding picture. The effects of varying

pressure can be seen on the structure of the five central hollow-cores. While the holes

of the first sample (a) seem to be the ones which most resemble the circular holes that

we designed, sample 661b3 (c) seems to have the most homogeneous structure of the

three. Rough measurements indicated that sample 3 has a hole width of ∼ 10µm and

height ∼ 20µm, with submicrometric inner wall thickness. Since these values are in

agreement with the initial design, the drawing process was stopped and the remaining

preform was kept for future experiments. Only approximately 10 cm of preform was used

in this process. Also, afterwards no efforts towards precise structure optical measurements

were made, since it was already planed that we would be using a Scanning Electron

Microscope, integrated in a Focused Ion Beam for fiber post-processing, which allows for

greater resolution microscopy.

All samples proved difficult to handle, with very fragile structures. Even so, it was

possible to find near-optimal parameters for fusion-splicing the fiber to an SMF without

structural collapse near the electric-arc discharge region. Splicing was performed using

a Sumitomo Electric T-36. An offset of approximately one quarter of the machine’s

horizontal screen range was manually applied, away from the arc discharge center, in the

direction of the MOF. The splicing parameters are indicated in table 3.1.

Preliminary tests were performed on filling the holes with fluids. A few-milimeter MOF

(a) 661b1 (b) 661b2 (c) 661b3

Figure 3.6: Cross section of the end tip of the three fiber samples that were drawn.
Images obtained by optical microscopy.
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3.5. Focused Ion Beam

Table 3.1: Near-optimal parameters for splicing the caterpillar MOF using a Sumit-
omo Electric T-36 with an offset away from the arc discharge.

Parameter Value
Arc Duration 0.55

Arc Gap 10.00
Arc Power 10
Prefusion 0.10
Overlap 15.00

segment was fusion spliced to a SMF. The open end of the MOF was dipped in several

fluids and the filling process was analysed with an optical microscope. Volatile organic

compounds such as acetone or isopropanol fill the holes and evaporate easily, although

with frequent formation of air bubbles. When the fiber was immersed in a Refractive

Index Fluid with n25 ◦C
D = 1.46, the formation of air bubbles proved to be a critical factor

that hindered the homogenous filling of the MOF.

Additionally, to build an in-line sensing setup, the manufactured MOF has to be fusion

spliced to SMFs on both ends as in fig. 3.7 (a). This makes it impossible to modify the

contents of the fiber’s interior after the fabrication of the device.

Both problems should in principle be solved by creating microfluidic channels close

to the spliced region that allow bubbles to escape and liquids to be inserted. Several

possibilities for this arise. The simplest approach would be to create channels near one

of the splices (fig. 3.7 (b)), although, as mentioned previously, the formation of air

bubbles impedes the complete filling of the MOF. As such, microfluidic channels must be

drilled in a way that enables flow on both ends of each hole such as in fig. 3.7 (c). One

way to pursue this solution is to create the microchannels using a Focused Ion Beam.

The following section provides an introduction to Focused Ion Beam technology before

proceeding to the description of the caterpillar fiber post-processing.

3.5 Focused Ion Beam

Focused Ion Beam (FIB) is a technique used in nanotechnology for material micro

and nanomachining. Its importance grew due to its applications in the semiconductor

industry and TEM sample preparation since it is a very versatile technique that allows
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3. Fabrication and Post-Processing of a Caterpillar-Like Fiber

SMF MOF SMF

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.7: Possible longitudinal profiles of an in-line MOF sensing element, fusion
spliced to SMFs: (a) fluid flow inside the holes is not possible if both ends are sealed;
(b) if microchannels are opened to the outside only on one end, air bubbles will form
inside the holes; (c) if microchannels are opened on both ends of the MOF, homogenous

hole filling becomes possible.

substrate sputtering, imaging and implantation down to nanometric resolution [43,44].

The principle of operation is to accelerate ions from a source (typically a Ga liquid-

metal ion source) and focus them on a sample. Ion acceleration and focusing is performed

in an ion column, whereas the sample is located in a separate high vacuum chamber.

Incident ions remove material from the sample, a process which releases neutral atoms,

ions and electrons. If the ion current is high enough, the FIB can effectively be used for

substrate milling. Milling is performed through sputtering, resulting from the collision of

ions with the sample when the incident energy is higher than the sample’s surface binding

energy. However, if energy is too high, ion implantation becomes a relevant effect, which

can either be a source of unwanted sample amorphization and doping, or a way to usefully

modify sample properties, for example to subsequently etch the implanted region.

Another relevant effect during milling is the redeposition of sputtered material. This

effect becomes increasingly important when the depth of the structure that is being cre-

ated increases since the solid angle through which sputtered matter can escape decreases

with increasing depth. Redeposition can be countered by sample post-processing, where

additional milling steps are taken to remove redeposited material, or by choosing a more

appropriate milling mode. Milling is performed by scanning the beam on the sample ac-
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3.5. Focused Ion Beam

cording to the wanted structure design. Two milling modes can be used: plane-by-plane

mode, in which the ion beam scans the sample several times, each time removing a plane

with a small depth until the final depth is obtained; and polishing mode, in which the

structure is created directly with the wanted depth on a single beam pass. While in gen-

eral plane-by-plane is preferred over polishing since redeposited material is consecutively

removed on each plane scan, in some situations polishing can achieve better results, as it

will be seen in the following section.

Ions and electrons removed from the sample can be used for imaging the substrate.

However, since FIB imaging is inherently destructive, often machines also include Scan-

ning Electron Microscopy (SEM) equipment that can be used to monitor the milling

process while avoiding the unnecessary removal of additional material from the sample.

Fig. 3.8 shows a side view of the geometry of a TESCAN LYRA FIB-FESEM Focused Ion

Beam, where separate FIB and SEM columns can be seen, with an angle of 55 ◦ between

them.

Recently there has been interest in bringing the flexible capabilities of the FIB to

optical fiber sensing. A FIB allows for high resolution tailoring of an optical fiber and a

variety of structures can be built, such as cantilevers for atomic force microscopy [46] or

gratings for sensing [47].

By post-processing microstructured fibers with focused ion beam it is possible to create

endless device variations. As an interesting example, a sensing head composed of a MOF
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SEM Specific Features

■ A unique four-lens Wide Field Optics™ design offering
the variety of working and displaying modes embodying 
the Tescan proprietary Intermediate Lens for the beam 
aperture optimization

■ Fast imaging rate, using first class YAG detectors

■ Fully automated microscope set-up including electron 
optics set-up and alignment

■ Live stereoscopic imaging for accurate 3D navigation

■ Network operations and built-in remote 
access/diagnostics, all come as a Tescan standard

■ 5-axis fully motorized compucentric stage with 
extra wide range of movements

FIB Specific Features

■ Unique ion optic column differentially pumped, with
2 ion pumps, for ultra-low ion scattering effect

■ Motorized aperture changer with ultra-high reproducibility

■ Beam Blanker and Faraday cup included as a standard 

■ Simultaneous SEM imaging with FIB etching or deposition

■ FIB control is fully integrated in the SEM software

■ Powerful toolbox for basic shapes creation 
with programmable process parameters

GIS Option Features

■ Ideal geometrical configuration with respect to 
SEM and FIB columns

■ 5 independent gas reservoirs with capillaries

■ 3-axis microstage with automatic nozzles positioning

■ Automated temperature control

Standard Gases for GIS*:

■ Tungsten metal deposition 

■ Platinum metal deposition

■ Insulator (SiOx) deposition

■ Enhanced etching of diamond and PMMA (H2O) 

■ Enhanced or selective etching of Si, SiO2, Si3N4, W (XeF2)
* Other gases upon request

The LYRA\ is a favorable combination of the electron and ion
sources and optical columns attached on one chamber. It extends
imaging qualities of the scanning electron microscope with 
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Figure 3.8: Side view of a TESCAN LYRA FIB-FESEM Focused Ion Beam. Figure
reproduced from [45].
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3. Fabrication and Post-Processing of a Caterpillar-Like Fiber

with a P2O5-doped cladding was etched with a HF solution, creating a 15µm nanowire.

The authors then used a FIB to create a thin gap in the nanowire, resulting in a cylindrical

cantilever structure that was able to measure vibration [48].

Another group of researchers has reported the fabrication of side channels in mi-

crostructured fibers to allow fluid flow using a FIB instead of laser ablation or femtosec-

ond machining, while avoiding additional etching steps and maintaining high resolution

processing [49]. Thus, this technique has proved to be a successful way to create microflu-

idic channels in MOFs, such as required in the case of the fabricated 5-hole MOF. In the

following section, the post-processing of this fiber is presented.

3.6 FIB Processing

In order to create microfluidic channels on the caterpillar MOF, a TESCAN LYRA

FIB-FESEM Focused Ion Beam was used. Fig. 3.9 schematically represents the procedure:

the FIB is focused on the tip of a 5-hole MOF and it is configured to remove glass from

the regions marked by the red dashed lines. By milling these regions down to a certain

depth, the microchannels are created.

FIB samples have to be electrically conductive in order to be able to visualize them

with the integrated SEM. As such, a 50 nm Ta layer was deposited by sputtering in

all fiber samples. Afterwards, short conductive MOF segments were fixed in a metallic

sample holder using either aluminum adhesive or silver spray. Each sample holder was

able to carry 4 different fibers. However, due to electric charging effects, not all samples

were usable at the FIB since these effects cause strong vibrations that obstruct any SEM

or FIB experiments. This problem may arise from non-homogeneous metal deposition

during the sputtering process or weak adhesion of the gluing elements. On this matter,

silver spray resulted in better results than aluminum adhesive.

Using the TESCAN machine, it was possible to obtain more precise measurements

of the MOF using the integrated SEM. Pictures of the three samples’ cross sections are

seen in fig. 3.10. In particular, for sample 661b3 (fig. 3.10 (c)), the hexagonal profile has

an average diameter of 120µm. The holes have an average width of 11µm and height of

22µm. Although not perfectly round as initially designed, the hole dimensions accomplish

our minimum requirement of 10µm in both directions perpendicular to the fiber’s length
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Ion source and 
focusing optics

Focused 
Ion Beam

Fiber

Figure 3.9: Cross section of the three MOF samples and close up of 661b3’s holes.
Images obtained by Scanning Electron Microscopy.

(fig. 3.10 (d)). The most surprising feature of this fiber is the small 0.3µm wall thickness

which should guarantee a large coupling between all five holes, as requested.

Fiber 661b1 was not used since it proved to have the most fragile structure of the three

during simple fiber handling processes such as cleaving and splicing. Also, its structure

varies strongly along its length, probably since it was the first fiber to be drawn and in

the beginning of the drawing process some time is needed for the system to reach stable

drawing conditions. Similarly, fiber 661b2 was discarded since most of its samples had

their internal walls broken. This problem may have arisen during the drawing process.

When the fiber broke, the shock wave may have propagated through this sample and

destroyed the inner wall structure, a frequent problem in fibers with sub-µm features. As

such, most work was performed on samples from fiber 661b3.

Initially, in order to test the FIB’s capabilities on this MOF and to gain technical

sensitivity on how to best handle the machine in this particular application, some fiber

samples were processed using a variety of approaches. In particular, trials were carried

to find out which settings worked best in terms of ion beam intensity, milling operation

mode (plane-by-plane or polishing) or angle between fiber and FIB. Fig. 3.11 (a) shows
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(a) 661b1 (b) 661b2

(c) 661b3

11µm

22µm

0.3µm

(d) 661b3 – Holes

Figure 3.10: Cross section of the three MOF samples and close up of 661b3’s holes.
Images obtained by Scanning Electron Microscopy.

the first processed 5-hole MOF. Detailed views of the microchannels can be found in

figs. 3.11 (b) and (c). Both channels were created using plane-by-plane milling, with a

ion beam current of 7.3 nA and with parallel alignment between fiber and FIB, ie. with

the FIB column and the fiber’s axes aligned. The machine was programmed to create

a 10µm-deep channel on the left side and 20µm on the right, both 10µm-wide. Each

milling process took 15 min and 30 min respectively, even though the current was close

to its maximum. It was observed that this milling mode results in a final depth which is

less than half of the programmed one, and creates much deeper channels on both ends,

as visible in figs. 3.11 (b) and (c), which may be due to the higher solid angle through

which the extracted matter can escape the fiber, avoiding redeposition effects.
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3.6. FIB Processing

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.11: SEM images of the first processed 5-hole MOF: (a) shows two large
microchannels to the external environment; (b) is a detailed view of the microchannel

on the left side; and (c) is a detailed view of the microchannel on the right side.

A second trial, now using polishing mode, can be observed in fig. 3.12 (a). In this

fiber, the channel on the left was polished from inside out, while the channel on the right

was polished inversely, from outside in. It is possible to notice that the leftmost inner

wall is much thicker than the others due to redeposition of the polished silica. It can also

be noticed that polishing is quicker than plane-by-plane milling: while for the previous

sample it took half an hour to drill a channel approximately 8µm-deep, on the second

sample it took 45 min for a ∼ 15µm-deep channel. As such, for microchannel milling with

parallel fiber-FIB alignment, the best approach would be to polish from outside in. Fig.
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3. Fabrication and Post-Processing of a Caterpillar-Like Fiber

(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: SEM images of the second processed MOF before (a) and after (b)
removing the inner walls.

3.12 (b) shows the result of a preliminary plane-by-plane milling trial of the inner walls.

By carefully analysing the final result, one can observe that this procedure leads to further

inner wall thinning, which may be a source of increased sensor frailty and eventually result

in wall collapse, as in sample 661b2.

An alternative to colinear fiber-FIB alignment would be to position the fiber axis

perpendicular to the ion beam. Fig. 3.13 shows two examples of fibers that were processed

in this way. Although this is a more straightforward approach than parallel alignment,

since it only requires one milling step with a depth which is the difference between the

fiber diameter and the width of the five holes, due to restrictions on the positioning system

it is not always possible to align the beam with all holes. For example, while holes in

fiber 3.13 (a) were already aligned with the beam, the same was not true in fiber (b) and

the positioning system did not have enough amplitude on its degrees of freedom to allow

correct alignment. Therefore, this procedure was not further explored since it relied in the

uncertain chance that the initial manual fixing of the fiber on the sample holder positioned

it in such a way that alignment with the ion beam was possible. Also noteworthy are the

broken walls observable in 3.13 (a). This sample originated from fiber 661b2 and it was

this observation that ultimately lead to putting this fiber aside.

Finally, an intermediate approach was pursued for inner wall milling. After building

the outer channels through polishing with parallel alignment, the fiber was positioned
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.13: SEM images of MOFs processed with perpendicular fiber-FIB alignment.

at a small angle in relation to the ion beam. This way it is possible to mill the inner

walls without weakening the remaining wall structure, as in fig. 3.12 (b). The results of

this procedure are displayed in fig. 3.14 and are in general satisfactory. Since it was not

possible to precisely control the milling depth so that only one wall is removed with each

step, a shadow effect appears in subsequent walls, as seen in fig. 3.14 (a), i.e., after milling

a particular wall, if the ion beam is not immediately stopped it will start removing silica

from the next one. Nevertheless this can be easily and quickly corrected with additional

(a) (b)

Figure 3.14: SEM images of MOFs processed with a small fiber-FIB angle for inner
wall milling.
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milling steps as in fig. 3.14 (b).

To conclude, from these tests it was observed that the best approach for efficient fiber

processing would be to polish the outer channels from outside in with parallel alignment,

and to mill the inner walls with a small fiber-FIB angle. Milling a whole MOF tip

takes between 90 min to 120 min, depending on the level of additional steps to correct

redeposition effects and imperfections. However, manufacturing a complete sensing head

takes much more time since this needs FIB processing on both ends, which implies at

least two sputtering phases and splicing to SMFs that brings added risks to the entire

process, as described in the following section.

3.7 Sensor splicing

As mentioned previously, the 5-hole MOF proved to be particularly difficult to handle

due to its frailty. Indeed, all sensor manufacturing steps required special care: uncoating,

gluing and ungluing fibers to and from FIB holders, placing holders on the sputtering

chamber, cleaving and splicing. A large fraction of processed fibers eventually broke in

one of these steps. Consequently, only a very small number of sensing heads survived:

one was successfully processed and spliced on both ends, as in fig. 3.7 (c), and two were

processed and spliced only on one end.

Fig. 3.15 shows two different examples of SMF-MOF splices in which the MOF tips

(a) (b)

Figure 3.15: SEM images of spliced MOFs previously processed with microchannels.
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were previously processed with the FIB. Although it was not possible to observe the

structure internally, the outer channels seem to be intact from the splicing process, which

may lead to the conclusion that there is no total collapse of the microfluidic channels. By

submerging the sensing heads in acetone it was possible to fill the inner holes completely

without the formation of air bubbles. The same was true when submerging in RI oil,

although approximately 1 h was necessary for the air bubbles to leave the holes. These

small experiments constitute further evidence of post-splicing microchannel structural

integrity.

3.8 Conclusion

In summary, a five-hole caterpillar-like microstructured optical fiber was fabricated

using a stack-and-draw procedure. Starting with a ∼ 13 mm glass preform, the drawn

fiber had an average diameter of 120µm. Its inner holes were approximately rectangular,

11µm-wide and 22µm-high, and they were separated by thin 0.3µm-thick walls.

Several fiber samples were placed on a focused ion beam in order to create microfluidic

channels on both cleaved ends to allow fluid inflow after the fiber is spliced to standard

single-mode fibers. After several tests it was observed that the best approach for efficient

fiber processing appears to be the polishing of the outer channels from outside in with

parallel alignment, and the milling of the inner walls with a small fiber-FIB alignment

angle. A high FIB current was used since the post-processing steps do not require high-

resolution milling, which can be advantageous for quick industrial fabrication of sensing

heads using the present methodology.

Although this caterpillar MOF was difficult to handle and most sensor samples broke

during the manufacturing process, three sensing heads were successfully produced: one

was processed and spliced on both ends, and two were processed and spliced only on one

end.

Future work should include the sensor’s characterization in terms of propagation prop-

erties, a study of the ability to fill and empty the sensor at will, and research on the sensing

head’s capabilities for fluid sensing. As an example, preliminary simulations predict that

when the holes are filled with a fluid with an RI higher than that of SiO2, light inside

each hole is coupled by the thin fiber walls and interference effects occur as a function of
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fiber length and the fluid’s RI. This behaviour could be studied with the manufactured

sensing heads by analysing the fiber’s output field when filled with different RI fluids,

potentially leading to an RI interferometric sensor based on advanced techniques which

enable easier fluid filling. This prospective line of research could thus be interesting both

from a fundamental and practical approach.
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Chapter 4

Evaporation of Volatile Compounds in

Suspended-Core Fibers

4.1 Introduction

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) are substances which are commonly found in

many chemical processes, from food and household products to fossil fuels and the chem-

ical industry in general [50]. Some examples are methane, ethanol, acetone and iso-

propanol. Due to their ubiquitousness, VOC sensors are highly sought devices, although

the interest on detecting these substances is motivated mainly due to them constituting

serious fire and health hazards. VOCs are highly flammable and can be the source of

serious health issues such as cancer. Thus, the need for detecting these compounds either

for safety issues or industrial process control is very high.

Since they are flammable, care must be taken when using electronic sensors which

may ignite fires or explosions in high concentration environments. In this matter, optical

fibers have the obvious advantage of being light-based, eliminating the risk of combustion

ignition. Also, since optical fiber sensing setups are usually simpler than electronic ones,

they are easier to integrate in critical applications where VOC sensing is needed. The

use of optical fiber sensors for VOCs has been reviewed in [50]. These follow the gen-

eral principles already presented in section 2.1: extrinsic sensors based on spectroscopic

measurements of the gaseous environment, evanescent field enhanced interactions (using

tapers, bending or Long Period Gratings), fluorescence detection or optrode-like coated

fiber tips. Most of these configurations use Single Mode Fibers (SMFs), mainly since this
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4. Evaporation of Volatile Compounds in Suspended-Core Fibers

is a mature technology and the potential that Microstructured Optical Fibers (MOFs)

can have in this area has only recently started to be explored.

4.2 Volatile Compound Microstructured Fiber Sensors

One of the possible approaches to VOC sensing using MOFs is to allow the flow of

gases inside the fiber holes and measure absorption properties of the environment [11].

In this regard hollow-core fibers are the object of much attention due to their large hole

power fractions, although, as mentioned previously, they have much more complicated

fabrication procedures than total internal reflection MOFs.

MOF interferometers for refractive index (RI) measurements have also been employed

in VOC sensing, such as a Mach-Zehnder in which cladding modes sense changes in the

functionalized outer surface of the fiber, or modal interferometers in which the interference

between two core modes gives readings of the RI inside the holes of a Photonic Crystal

Fiber [51].

Research efforts have been put in VOC gas sensors, specially since there is a big market

for tracking the concentration of these gases in several human environments. Notwith-

standing, these sensors rely on the diffusion of gases inside fiber holes which is a time-

consuming process and in some applications, faster response times are needed. Although

in this case RI liquid sensors may be employed, a different approach can be taken by ac-

knowledging that VOCs have high vapour pressures and, consequently, evaporate quickly

in ambient temperature and pressure conditions. This fact, in combination with other

fluid mechanical characteristics, can be harnessed to build VOC sensors based on the

evaporation dynamics of VOC liquids.

Optical fibers have been used for evaporation monitoring either as simple cantilevers

[52] or drop holders in spectrometry configurations [53]. The evaporation of droplets has

also been analysed using the Fabry-Perot cavity that is formed when a fluid droplet is

placed on an SMF tip, between the fiber–droplet and droplet–air interfaces [54]. Laser

light reflected on the fiber tip shows intensity oscillations with time due to variations

of the Fabry-Perot cavity length caused by the evaporation of the droplet. By tracking

the duration of the evaporation process and the number of fringes and through advanced

signal processing it was possible to build a sensor capable of distinguishing several VOCs,
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4.2. Volatile Compound Microstructured Fiber Sensors

after coating the fiber tip with a hidrophobic monolayer.

Recently, a new technique in microstructured fibers for liquid VOC sensing was in-

troduced [55]. Using in-line 100µm-long microcavities etched in single-mode fibers (Fig.

4.1 (a)), the monitoring of the evaporation dynamics of volatile organic compounds was

proposed as a means to identify them. The evaporation of ethanol, hexane, acetone, and

a mixture of ethanol and hexane was tracked by measuring light transmitted through

the microcavity (Fig. 4.1 (b)), showing clear distinctions in light loss dynamics which

effectively results in a volatile compound sensor. With a few assumptions, it was possible

to simulate the sensor’s behaviour using ray-tracing and wave-propagation analysis. Both

resulted in very good agreement with experimental results. Also, the behaviour of a mix-

ture of volatile organic compounds was distinguishable from its individual constituents.

This could be used in a laboratory to quickly identify mixtures of substances requiring

only small sample volumes.

The previous experiment could in principle be extended to the holes in MOFs with

changes in the physical analysis. While in the case of microcavities light crosses the

liquid droplet and signal changes are caused by refraction of the guided mode, in MOFs

light would interact mainly through the evanescent field, causing much smaller signal

variations. This would imply a different interpretation of the phenomenon. However, this

work is yet to be discussed in the literature and no references of evaporation monitoring

using MOFs was found. MOFs have relevant practical advantages in comparison with

microcavities, namely, they are easier and cheaper to fabricate and they are much more

robust (microcavities are particularly fragile).
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experimentally observed temporal losses. Based on measurements of the transient propagation losses, 
we were able to distinguish between ethanol, acetone and hexane as sample test liquids, and to 
recognize a mixture of ethanol and hexane. Preliminary results of our work have been reported [20,21]. 
Section 2 below provides a detailed description of the principle of operation of the sensors and 
describes the modeling of propagation loss dynamics. Experimental results are provided in Section 3, 
and a concluding discussion is given in Section 4. 

2. Principle of Operation and Modeling  

Figure 1 shows a scanning electron microscope image of the 100 µm-long MC used in the 
monitoring of evaporation. The MCs are fabricated by selectively etching a segment of specialty fiber, 
which is spliced in between two sections of standard single-mode fiber [12]. A highly elliptic region at 
the center of the specialty fiber is doped with ~8.7% phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) [12]. The doped 
region etches in hydrofluoric acid (HF) at a rate that is approximately 35 times higher than that of pure 
silica [22]. Hence, when the HF reaches the doped region it removes this region at a high rate, resulting 
in the narrow, elongated, cavity seen in Figure 1.  

Figure 1. Scanning electron microscope image of a 100 µm-long, all-fiber MC used in the 
monitoring of fluid evaporation.  

 

The modeling of light propagation through the MC during the evaporation of a fluid droplet is 
based on several assumptions. First, the geometry of the problem is reduced to two dimensions. This 
reduction is in agreement with the geometry of the MC, which is highly non-symmetric in the 
azimuthal direction. Light propagates along the fiber axis z, and the analysis is restricted to the  
xz plane, where x is the transverse direction along which the fiber is etched.  

Next, the instantaneous spatial profile of the droplet during the process of evaporation has to be 
specified. Subject to ideal conditions, there is no physical preference to evaporation through either side 
of the MC. In particular, gravity is negligible in comparison to the inter-molecular forces for small 
liquid volumes. Nevertheless, direct observation of the evaporation process suggests that symmetry is 
not maintained. Instead, evaporation is initiated from one side of the MC, due to small-scale 
disturbances and instabilities such as air flow, geometry variation and local surface roughness. 
Asymmetric droplet profiles are characterized by a single refractive index boundary between fluid and 
air. Two specific asymmetric droplet geometries were used in simulations. Table 1 describes the two 
profiles, in terms of the x-axis position X of the index boundary for given position z and time t.  

(a)
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before, panel (a) represents a fluid-filled MC, panels (b–f) show successive frames taken during the 
evaporation, and in the last panel (g) the MC is air-filled.  

Figure 9. Experimentally measured, relative transmission power losses as a function of 
time, recorded during the evaporation of acetone (green), ethanol (red), hexane (blue), and 
a 1:1 mixture of ethanol and hexane (black), from within a fiber MC. Colors relate to both 
panels. In order to facilitate a comparison between the loss transients of different solvents, 
the origin 𝑡 = 0 for each curve was arbitrarily chosen as the instance of the local maximum 
transmission, which occurs during each loss event.  

 

Figure 10. Microscope images of the MC: (a): filled with ethanol; (b–e): during the 
evaporation of ethanol; (f): upon the completion of evaporation. The transmission loss of 
1,548 nm wavelength light was monitored in synchronization with the microscope images. 
Large losses were observed when the MC was partially filled.  

 

Figure 11. Microscope images of the MC: (a): filled with ethanol; (b–f): during the 
evaporation of ethanol; (g): upon the completion of evaporation. Red light was propagated 
through the MC during the evaporation of the ethanol droplet. Large refraction of light out 
of the MC is observed when it is partially filled.  

 
  

(b)

Figure 4.1: (a) A microcavity etched in a single mode fiber was used to measure the
evaporation dynamics of several volatile organic compounds. (b) Plot of the trans-
mitted signal loss vs. time with which it was possible to distinguish between ethanol,

hexane and acetone. Figures reproduced from [55].
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4.3 Suspended-Core Fibers

For the purpose of fluid evaporation monitoring, MOFs with higher hole power frac-

tions would be preferable since they enable higher interaction with liquids in holes without

requiring long fiber lengths, maintaining the advantage of small sample volumes of micro-

cavities. In particular, a special class of TIR MOFs called Suspended-Core Fibers (SCFs)

are characterized by their nanowire-like small diameter cores held by thin struts in the

middle of large air holes [56]. By reducing the core size and the supporting struts’ thick-

ness, an increasing fraction of the core guided mode protrudes into the air holes. Light

can then strongly interact with fluids that are inserted into these holes and sensing can be

performed without the characteristic frailty of thin nanowires and with large hole power

fractions [57].

Fig. 4.2 (a) shows the first SCF, proposed and realized respectively in 1999 [58]

and 2001 [16], based on the idea of reducing the strut thickness of the first MOF (Fig.

3.1 (a)). For thicknesses lower than the operating wavelength, an increase of the hole

power fraction is observed. The first suspended-core fiber had a hole power fraction of

17% at 1550 nm [16].

Since then, suspended-core fibers developed into a prolific research area. This was

partially due to their ease of fabrication which gives them a competitive advantage when

planning for industrial applications [15]. In fact, it was shown that one can fabricate

a suspended-core fiber simply by mechanical drilling of a preform, removing the added
T M Monro

Figure 3. An effectively air-suspended core.

such as the one shown in figure 3. A core of this dimension is
single-mode and is predicted to have 17% of the mode located
in the air at 1550 nm. This high degree of overlap between the
fundamental mode and the holes implies that it is practical to
fabricate HFs that should be useful as evanescent field devices.

To demonstrate the possibilities for using HFs in
evanescent field devices, we consider one of the HFs discussed
above (d/! = 0.8, ! = 0.75 µm). Light with a wavelength
of 1.67 µm can be used to measure methane concentrations
[11]. For this fibre, figure 2 predicts PFholes ≈ 35% at this
wavelength, so approximately one third of the guided mode
is located in the holes and can ‘see’ the material that fills the
hole. Hence less than 3 m of this HF is required in order
to obtain an equivalent free-space path length of 1 m. By
coiling the fibre, extremely long path lengths can be achieved
compactly. Another advantage of this geometry is that only
tiny gas volumes are required; 3 m of this HF could be filled
using only 30 nl of gas. The large contrast in refractive
index between the glass and air regions in these fibres limits
any change in the fibre’s optical characteristics that might
otherwise be induced by the different refractive index of the
gas in the holes. Note, however, that there is a practical limit
to the reduction of the scale size of the fibre profile: if ! is
made too small, it becomes difficult to fill the holes with gas
in a reasonable time and it also becomes difficult to fabricate
the required fibre structure. Although at present these filling
times are unknown, it is clear that they would be significantly
less for air-clad structures like the one shown in figure 3 than
for structures in which the cladding comprises many small
capillaries (as in figure 1).

The holey fibres discussed so far have been made of
pure silica and so cannot be used for long-wavelength sensing
applications. We have shown recently that holey fibres can be
made using compound glasses [12], which can be transparent
for wavelengths as long as 10 µm. Using such materials
allows a much wider range of gas absorptions to be measured
using a holey fibre-based gas sensor. In addition, the longer
wavelengths result in easier fabrication, since larger structures
can be used while retaining significant air/mode overlap.

Kaiser et al [13] proposed another type of air-clad fibre
that is rather similar to the one shown in figure 3. In this
structure, a thin spoke-like membrane supports the core and
such a structure can be single-mode if the core is small enough.
Clearly, this fibre is closely related to the suspended-rod model
described above. However, Kaiser et al considered only
structures with membrane thicknesses t ≫ λ, for which most
of the light is located in the glass. By reducing the scale of this
structure, which is analogous to reducing the pitch ! in a HF,

the overlap between the mode and the holes could be increased.
We propose that, in this way, this alternative single-material
fibre design could also be used to create compact evanescent
field devices.

Since fibre losses can be low, one could envisage HFs
with extremely long equivalent free-space path lengths. The
combination of the confinement provided by the fibre and the
endless single-mode operation that is possible in HF ensures
that good modal overlap between very different wavelengths
is obtained over long distances.

This is advantageous for sensing, because the absorption
signatures of different pollutants can be found at disparate
wavelengths. In addition, HFs can be spliced to standard
fibre types, which would allow them to be integrated with
more conventional technologies [14]. Hence HFs have the
potential to provide an ideal environment for evanescent field
devices and further optimization of the HF geometry is likely to
significantly enhance this potential. Photonic bandgap fibres
could also be used for evanescent field applications: these
fibres offer an even larger potential overlap between the guided
mode and the material that fills the holes [4]. However, it is
more difficult to fabricate such fibres than it is to make HFs
and to date only short lengths have been possible.

3. Applying the novel optical properties of holey
fibres

Thus far, we have described how holey fibres can be designed
to be efficient evanescent field devices by optimizing the
interaction of the guided modes of the fibre with the holes. This
type of application makes direct use of the holes in the cladding
of the fibre. The presence of these holes also leads to a range of
novel optical propagation properties in HFs. Here we describe
a range of optical properties that may have a significant impact
on sensor applications.

The dispersion of light in an optical fibre can be divided
into two components: material dispersion and waveguide
dispersion. The material dispersion depends solely on the
fibre composition, which for HFs is typically pure silica,
although other materials could be used. The waveguide portion
of the dispersion is induced by the holes and is typically
a strong function of wavelength in these fibres, particularly
when the features in the cladding are of a similar scale to the
wavelength. Changing the size and/or locations of the holes
in a HF can radically alter the waveguide dispersion and a
range of useful regimes has been identified. For example, it
is possible to design single-mode HFs with a zero dispersion
wavelength anywhere over at least the range 550–1600 nm
[3, 15], something that is not possible in conventional fibres.
In addition, the mode size in a HF can be tailored over three
orders of magnitude, so that both very large and small effective
core areas are possible, as demonstrated by the examples in
figure 1 [3]. When a HF with a small effective core area
(and hence a low threshold for nonlinear effects) is pumped
with light near the zero dispersion wavelength, it is possible to
efficiently generate a broadband continuum spectrum.

To demonstrate this, we show in figure 4(b) the spectrum
generated when the HF in figure 4(a) was pumped at 1 µm
using 600 fs pulses with a pulse energy of 1 nJ. This fibre has
an effective core area of 14 µm2 (about four times smaller
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the strut length increased. It was found that the absolute
differential pressure was not critical, providing that the
cladding tube wall was comparably thicker than the cane
diameter and the furnace temperature was sufficiently low.
Using this principle, the fiber structure was tailored to give
a small solid core suspended by three fine struts, as shown
in Fig. 1.

A range of fibers was subsequently drawn from the same
cane material but using cladding tubes of various dimen-
sions. Figure 1 shows the cross section of a 120 !m diam-
eter fiber with internal dimensions of 1.2, 8, and 0.2 !m for
the core diameter, hole diameter, and strut thickness, re-
spectively. The core diameter quoted is defined as the larg-
est diameter circle that fills the solid center region, while
the hole diameter is the mean diameter irrespective of any
ellipticity. Fibers with core diameters ranging from 0.8 to
1.8 !m, and nominally 125 !m outer diameter, were fab-
ricated. In each case, several tens of meters of coated fiber

was drawn with SEM analysis confirming that there was no
observable change in structure along the length.

The background loss of a fiber with a 1.2 !m core di-
ameter was measured as 0.29 dB/m at 1550 nm using a
white light source and a standard cutback method. The rela-
tively high loss is mainly attributed to scattering due to the
surface roughness of the holes following the ultrasonic
drilling. No attempt was made to improve on the surface
roughness in this case, however, preliminary investigation
suggests that the loss can be substantially reduced with gas-
phase chemical etching of the holes prior to caning. A high
absorption peak of more than 1 dB/m was seen in the fiber
at a wavelength of 1385 nm, which corresponds to water
contamination. Although surface OH is a known problem
with holey fiber, a drying stage during the glass preparation
as well as using a higher purity silica starting rod will most
probably reduce this value.

Numerical simulation was performed on the measured
fiber cross section using a full vector finite element method
!FEM" to assess the fraction of light propagating in the air
cladding. The outline of the fiber profile was taken from an
SEM image. Anisotropic perfectly matched layers were em-
ployed to reduce the simulation area, and a very dense
mesh, consisting of more than 15,000 triangular elements in
the core region alone, was used to ensure a good accuracy
of the results. For fiber with a core diameter of 1.2 !m, the
core mode overlap was calculated as 11.5% at 1550 nm.
This number increases significantly to over 29% for fiber
with a smaller core diameter of 0.8 !m. Figure 2 shows the
calculated mode profile for a fiber with a 1.2 !m core di-
ameter as well as the relationship between core diameter
and the percentage of power located in the holes.

To demonstrate the use of the fiber as an evanescent
field device a simple gas detection system was constructed
using the apparatus shown in Fig. 3. A gas cell was made
in-house which allowed the alignment of two fibers, while
maintaining a small gap between them. This separation en-
abled the sample gas introduced into the cell to enter the
holes in the fiber. For the experiments we used an Agilent
Lightwave System !8164A" that incorporated a tuneable la-
ser module and a power meter !HP 81531A", usable over
the wavelength range of 1500 to 1640 nm. The system con-
trolled and scanned the laser in 0.01 nm steps, and col-
lected the data from the power meter. The output from the
tuneable laser was delivered through standard multimode
!MM" fiber, which was in turn free-space coupled to a 1-m
length of 1.2 !m core diameter suspended-core holey fiber
within the cell. The separation between the fibers was ap-
proximately 50 !m and MM fiber was used in this case to

Fig. 1 Cross section of holey fiber !inset: scanning electron micro-
scope "SEM# image$.

Fig. 2 Mode profile and fraction of power propagating in the holes
at 1550 nm.

Fig. 3 Experimental setup.
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the strut length increased. It was found that the absolute
differential pressure was not critical, providing that the
cladding tube wall was comparably thicker than the cane
diameter and the furnace temperature was sufficiently low.
Using this principle, the fiber structure was tailored to give
a small solid core suspended by three fine struts, as shown
in Fig. 1.

A range of fibers was subsequently drawn from the same
cane material but using cladding tubes of various dimen-
sions. Figure 1 shows the cross section of a 120 !m diam-
eter fiber with internal dimensions of 1.2, 8, and 0.2 !m for
the core diameter, hole diameter, and strut thickness, re-
spectively. The core diameter quoted is defined as the larg-
est diameter circle that fills the solid center region, while
the hole diameter is the mean diameter irrespective of any
ellipticity. Fibers with core diameters ranging from 0.8 to
1.8 !m, and nominally 125 !m outer diameter, were fab-
ricated. In each case, several tens of meters of coated fiber

was drawn with SEM analysis confirming that there was no
observable change in structure along the length.

The background loss of a fiber with a 1.2 !m core di-
ameter was measured as 0.29 dB/m at 1550 nm using a
white light source and a standard cutback method. The rela-
tively high loss is mainly attributed to scattering due to the
surface roughness of the holes following the ultrasonic
drilling. No attempt was made to improve on the surface
roughness in this case, however, preliminary investigation
suggests that the loss can be substantially reduced with gas-
phase chemical etching of the holes prior to caning. A high
absorption peak of more than 1 dB/m was seen in the fiber
at a wavelength of 1385 nm, which corresponds to water
contamination. Although surface OH is a known problem
with holey fiber, a drying stage during the glass preparation
as well as using a higher purity silica starting rod will most
probably reduce this value.

Numerical simulation was performed on the measured
fiber cross section using a full vector finite element method
!FEM" to assess the fraction of light propagating in the air
cladding. The outline of the fiber profile was taken from an
SEM image. Anisotropic perfectly matched layers were em-
ployed to reduce the simulation area, and a very dense
mesh, consisting of more than 15,000 triangular elements in
the core region alone, was used to ensure a good accuracy
of the results. For fiber with a core diameter of 1.2 !m, the
core mode overlap was calculated as 11.5% at 1550 nm.
This number increases significantly to over 29% for fiber
with a smaller core diameter of 0.8 !m. Figure 2 shows the
calculated mode profile for a fiber with a 1.2 !m core di-
ameter as well as the relationship between core diameter
and the percentage of power located in the holes.

To demonstrate the use of the fiber as an evanescent
field device a simple gas detection system was constructed
using the apparatus shown in Fig. 3. A gas cell was made
in-house which allowed the alignment of two fibers, while
maintaining a small gap between them. This separation en-
abled the sample gas introduced into the cell to enter the
holes in the fiber. For the experiments we used an Agilent
Lightwave System !8164A" that incorporated a tuneable la-
ser module and a power meter !HP 81531A", usable over
the wavelength range of 1500 to 1640 nm. The system con-
trolled and scanned the laser in 0.01 nm steps, and col-
lected the data from the power meter. The output from the
tuneable laser was delivered through standard multimode
!MM" fiber, which was in turn free-space coupled to a 1-m
length of 1.2 !m core diameter suspended-core holey fiber
within the cell. The separation between the fibers was ap-
proximately 50 !m and MM fiber was used in this case to

Fig. 1 Cross section of holey fiber !inset: scanning electron micro-
scope "SEM# image$.

Fig. 2 Mode profile and fraction of power propagating in the holes
at 1550 nm.

Fig. 3 Experimental setup.
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Figure 4.2: (a) The first report of a suspended-core fiber. Figure reproduced from
[16]. (b) Three-hole suspended-core fiber fabricated through mechanical drilling of a
preform, with detailed picture of the core (inset) and (c) simulation results of the hole

power fraction as a function of core diameter. Figures reproduced from [57].
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complexity of capillary stacking [57]. Figure 4.2 (b) shows an optical microscope picture

of the first three-hole SCF fabricated by drawing of a mechanically drilled preform as

well as a detailed scanning-electron microscope of the core region. SCFs with core diam-

eters ranging from 0.8 to 1.8µm where fabricated from this preform and finite element

simulations where performed to determine the hole power fraction as a function of core

diameter (Fig. 4.2 (c)). As mentioned previously, protrusion of the guided mode into the

fiber holes increases for smaller core diameters. This subject is detailed in [56]. Thus,

for smaller core diameters, suspended-core fibers become increasingly competitive with

hollow-core fibers in terms of hole power fraction and, consequently, equivalent free-space

propagation length.

Suspended-core fibers have been used to measure physical parameters [33], for Raman

and fluorescence spectroscopy [33, 56], and in biological and chemical sensing. In par-

ticular, measurements of liquids have been performed either by effective RI changes in

interferometric setups or by absorption spectrum analysis [59]. The large air-holes that

characterize suspended-core fibers are advantageous in comparison with conventional TIR

PCFs since they allow for much lower fluid filling times due to weaker interaction with

hole surfaces [16].

4.4 Evaporation Monitoring using SCFs

With the advantages of SCFs in mind, during this dissertation a new approach to

VOC fluid evaporation monitoring was proposed based on a suspended-core fiber tip. The

basic concept behind this work was to use the holes of an SCF for a similar purpose as

microcavities in ref. [55], filling them with VOCs and tracking the evaporation dynamics.

The SCF is illuminated by splicing it to an SMF. The other end of the fiber has to remain

open to the external environment to allow filling the holes with liquids. As such, the

sensing head is interrogated in a reflection geometry.

Fig. 4.3 represents schematically the experimental setup. The sensor was dipped in a

VOC reservoir at room temperature and its time-dependent evaporation dynamics were

studied. To perform the interrogation, the SMF was connected to an optical circulator.

Light was introduced from a 100 nm-wide optical source centered at 1550 nm and the

reflected signal was interrogated using an Optical Spectrum Analyser (OSA) with a max-
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Optical
Source

Optical Spectrum
Analyzer

Suspended-core 
sensing head

Volatile 
Organic

Compound

Figure 4.3: Diagram of the experimental configuration used for VOC sensing.

imum resolution of 0.01 nm. An optical microscope was used to observe the phenomenon

simultaneously.

Two sensing heads were studied, with differing lengths of the SCF sensing tip: one

with L1 = (1.38 ± 0.02) mm and the other with L2 = (0.33 ± 0.02) mm. At rest, both

sensors form Fabry-Pérot cavities due to the reflections on both ends of the SCF: the

splice region, and the interface between the SCF and the external environment. Fig. 4.4

shows the spectra of each sensing head when at rest, i.e., when no liquids are present

inside the SCF holes. As indicated in the figure, sensor 1 has a FSR1 = (0.61 ± 0.02) nm

and sensor 2 has FSR2 = (2.59± 0.02) nm. Note that, as expected from eq. 2.1, a smaller

cavity length leads to a larger FSR. Also, since FSR, λ and L are measured quantities,

from eq. 2.1 it is possible to derive an effective RI, neff for each sensor, respectively

neff,1 = 1.43 ± 0.05 and neff,2 = 1.40 ± 0.09. Both values are close to that of fused silica
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Figure 4.4: Spectra of both sensing heads when at rest. The increase of the free
spectral range for shorter sensing heads is visible: sensor 1 has a length of 1.38mm and

sensor 2 is 0.33mm long.
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4.5. Double-Y-shaped SCF

Table 4.1: Summary of the length of both SCF sensing heads, as well as the free
spectral range and effective refractive index of the Fabry-Perot cavities.

Sensor L (mm) FSR (nm) neff

1 1.38 ± 0.02 0.61 ± 0.02 1.43 ± 0.05
2 0.33 ± 0.02 2.59 ± 0.02 1.40 ± 0.09

nSiO2 = 1.444, the most common type of glass used in MOFs [60]. The properties of both

sensors are summarized in table 4.1.

Each sensing head was dipped in acetone and isopropyl alcohol but they were studied

differently. While in the case of sensor 1 the spectral evolution was analysed broadly, for

sensor 2 only a narrow region around λ = 1.55µm was observed. Before describing the

results of both broad and narrowband studies, the SCF that was used will be presented.

4.5 Double-Y-shaped SCF

In these experiments, an asymmetric four-bridge silica fiber with a double-Y-shaped

suspended-core was used. Fig. 4.5 (a) shows an optical microscopy image of the fiber’s

cross-section, whereas fig. 4.5 (b) shows a magnified SEM image of the region around the

core. The fiber’s outer diameter is 130µm while the diameter of the air-hole cladding is

65µm. The supporting struts are 0.9µm-thick. The core is approximately rectangular

with a length of 10µm and a varying width between 1µm at the waist and 3.2µm near

the struts.

This fiber was chosen since an enhancement of the interaction of the evanescent field

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: (a) Suspended-core fiber cross-section and (b) core region.
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4. Evaporation of Volatile Compounds in Suspended-Core Fibers

with surface effects is expected, due to the fiber having a greater surface area near the

core. It should be noticed that due to their high RI contrast, the normalized frequency

V of SCFs is usually high, implying multimode operation. For conventional fibers, the V

parameter is defined as

V =
2π

λ
a
√
n2

core − n2
cladding (4.1)

where λ is the light wavelength, a is the core radius and ncore and ncladding are respectively

the RI of the core and cladding [1]. Considering the example of a fiber with a = 1µm,

ncore = nSilica ≈ 1.44 and ncladding = nair = 1, light with λ = 1.55µm propagates with

V = 4.2, a normalized frequency higher than the single-mode cutoff condition of V < 2.4.

Thus, one sees that even with a small 1µm core, the high RI contrast of SCFs make them

multimode fibers.

Using COMSOL Multiphysics, a Finite Element Method simulation software, it was

possible to obtain the propagating modes of this fiber and their respective hole power frac-

tions. The fiber’s cross-section was drawn in AutoCAD, based on the SEM measurements

of fig. 4.5 (b), and imported into COMSOL. Fig. 4.6 (a) shows the simulated region of

the SCF’s core. For the sake of scale comparison, fig. 4.6 (b) shows the cross section of

an SMF, which typically has a diameter of 8µm, over the SCF. From fig. 4.6 (b) it is

also possible to notice that only a small fraction of light from the SMF will couple with

the SCF modes due to the small overlap between both cores. In fact, as mentioned in

section 3.3, one of the biggest loss mechanisms in coupling light from an SMF to an MOF

is mode field mismatch, a problem that is clearly observable with SCFs.

Fig. 4.7 shows the average power in the propagation direction of some modes, whereas

10µm

(a)

8µm

(b)

Figure 4.6: (a) Drawing of the SCF cross section region that was simulated. (b)
Cross section of an SMF’s core over the SCF for scale comparison.
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4.5. Double-Y-shaped SCF

(a) # 1, PF = 1.5% (b) # 5, PF = 3.6% (c) # 9, PF = 5.3%

(d) # 10, PF = 4.27% (e) # 14, PF = 4.1% (f) # 16, PF = 6.9%

Figure 4.7: Simulation results of the average power in the propagation direction of a
selection of the first simulated modes. Figure captions indicate the mode order number

(#) and its hole power fraction (PF).

table 4.2 indicates the hole power fraction for each mode and its corresponding effective

RI. It is possible to see that higher order modes have in general higher hole power fractions.

Intuitively this behaviour is interpreted in a simplified way by the broadening of modes

with increasing order and the consequent increase of energy that propagates evanescently

through the holes. Thus, if one thinks of the effective RI as a weighted average of the

indices through which light propagates, it is as if modes are increasingly affected by the

holes’ RI when they are broadened, resulting in lower effective RIs.

In particular, from the simulation results one observes that modes 1 through 4 are

highly confined on both ends of the core’s concave structure, similar to a double core

fiber, showing smaller hole power fractions. Higher order modes become increasingly

protruded and from mode 16 onwards, a larger fraction of energy propagates through the

SCF struts. Since these have smaller dimensions than the core, modes are broader and

consequently have higher hole power fractions.

Notice that both sensing heads have effective RIs close to 1.4 (table 4.1), indicating

that most light propagates through the fused silica core and that the hole power fraction

may be similar to that of the lower propagating modes. Notice also that the hole power

fractions obtained through COMSOL are in agreement to that of the ones of fig. 4.2 (c)
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Table 4.2: Simulation results of the effective refractive index (neff) and hole power
fraction (PF) of the first propagation modes.

# neff PF (%)
1 1.40562 1.5
2 1.4056 1.49
3 1.403411 1.339
4 1.4034108 1.338
5 1.374 3.6
6 1.372 3.2
7 1.3654 2.8
8 1.3651 2.77
9 1.352 5.3
10 1.3506 4.27

# neff PF (%)
11 1.35058 4.26
12 1.349 4.5
13 1.346 4.4
14 1.335 4.1
15 1.332 5.5
16 1.328 6.9
17 1.326 10.3
18 1.3253 10.7
19 1.3252 10.3
20 1.324 8.7

in terms of orders of magnitude, even though the cross-section of both fibers is different.

For example, the first modes, highly confined in regions with an average width of 2µm,

have very low hole power fractions, whereas higher modes that propagate largely through

the thin 0.9µm struts show power fractions an order of magnitude higher.

4.6 Spectral Analysis

The time-dependent spectral response of sensing head 1 was coarsely monitored when

its cavities were filled with acetone. A broadband spectral analysis should allow the

observation of changes in the Fabry-Perot cavity and of spectral phase shifts that may

occur during the evaporation process. The sensor was studied when a droplet with a

few tens of microliters of acetone was dispensed with a syringe on the open end of the

suspended-core fiber.

Figure 4.8 contains a series of microscope pictures that show the evolution of acetone

evaporation from sensing head 1. When acetone is dispensed on a clean (fig. 4.8 (a))

sensing head the air-holes are filled by capillarity forces and excess liquid that surrounds

the fiber tip (fig.4.8 (b)) rapidly evaporates. As soon as the acetone that covers the tip

evaporates, four menisci form (fig. (c)) inside each individual cavity. For clarity, arrows

indicate the position of each meniscus. Each hole appears to have different evaporation

rates and some seconds after the formation of all menisci, the differences in position

among them become clearer, as seen in fig. (d), 12 s after the beginning of this process.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 4.8: Evolution of acetone evaporation from sensing head 1 since before dis-
pensing acetone (a) until the evaporation process is over (h). Arrows indicate the

positions of menisci.

When the acetone in an individual cavity evaporates completely, its meniscus collapses.

Due to the different evaporation rates, this happens sequentially. Each meniscus is shown

immediately before collapse: in fig. 4.8 (e) the first two collapse almost at the same time,

31 s and 35 s after evaporation starts; in fig. 4.8 (f) the third, after 46 s; and in fig. 4.8 (g)

the fourth, after 61 s. The whole process takes about 1 min since evaporation of acetone

inside the SCF cavities starts and in the end (fig. 4.8 (h)) one observes that the fiber

restores its rest condition.

After repeating the experiment one notices that the evaporation dynamics depend on

the way acetone fills the cavities. Air bubbles often form inside the holes which cause

differences in evaporation rates and total duration. Also, the fiber was filled with acetone

while in contact with a microscope slide, which may be the source of additional degrees

of freedom that alter the way fluids start evaporating on the SCF holes.

The sensing head that was used shows an average evaporation time of ∼ 45 s, a value

that certainly depends on fiber length. Although with different geometries, one can verify

the time dependency on length by comparing our ∼ 1.4 mm length fiber with the microcell

from ref. [55], which had a cavity length of 100µm and a total evaporation time of ∼ 0.5 s
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for acetone.

During the study of evaporation dynamics, the sensing head was continuously inter-

rogated using an OSA. The OSA’s slow sampling time resulted in a small time resolution

of ±4 s. Still, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, the total evaporation time was an

order of magnitude higher than this, which allowed for a coarse spectral analysis of the

phenomenon.

The data acquired is plotted in Fig. 4.9. As already mentioned, at rest a Fabry-

Perot interferometer spectrum can be seen, with a visibility1 of 0.6 dB and a period

of (0.61 ± 0.02) nm, constant throughout the whole process. Figure 4.9 (a) shows the

spectrum at rest, before acetone is dispensed. When the sensor is immersed in acetone

(fig. 4.9 (b)) intensity drops 14 dB and the cavity disappears almost completely due to

the higher refractive index of acetone (∼ 1.36) in comparison with air and the consequent

reflectivity decrease on the fiber tip. When acetone surrounding the sensor evaporates

and menisci start to form, visibility grows to 6.3 dB as observed in fig. 4.9 (c) since initial

reflectivity values at the tip are restored, although the average intensity is still lower than

at rest. As acetone inside the cavities evaporates, visibility decreases. Figure 4.9 (d) has

an amplitude of 4.5 dB. The spectrum returns to its initial average intensity after the

first meniscus collapse. From then until the end of evaporation, the spectrum retains the

same average intensity, suffering only a spectral phase shift (fig. 4.9 (f)) which may arise

from dust flowing inside the SCF during acetone dispensing due to it being in contact

with the microscope slide.

Due to the large scanning time of the OSA, using this methodology the evaporation

dynamics are largely undersampled and it is not possible to observe all changes the spec-

trum suffers. Moreover, repeatability of the experimental results could not be achieved,

mainly due to the difficulty in synchronizing OSA sampling with the evaporation process

but also because it was not possible to fill the holes always in a homogenous manner. For

example, the formation of air bubbles inside the fiber holes imposes a strong limitation

on repeatability. Also, the fiber should avoid contact with the microscope slide in order

to reduce external influences.

Notwithstanding, with this experiment the general behaviour of this sensor was ob-

served. The sensing head forms a Fabry-Perot cavity that maintains its spectral shape

1Difference between maximum and minimum intensity.
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Figure 4.9: Spectral evolution measured with reference to the optical source since
before dispensing acetone (a) until the evaporation process is over (f). For ease of

comparison, data from (a) is repeatedly plotted as a dashed line.

throughout most of the process, with the exception of when the SCF is submerged in

acetone. Contrary to what would be expected, the spectrum returned to the initial state

after the collapse of the first meniscus (Fig. 4.8 (e) and 4.9 (e)), suggesting that there

is a dominant cavity and that not all of them have a similar contribution to the overall

behaviour. However, this experimental procedure did not allow a more detailed analysis

of the phenomenon. The narrowband intensity analysis described on the following section

allowed for further investigations of this sensing configuration.

4.7 Intensity Analysis

In order to solve the repeatability problem of the broadband analysis, using a shorter

sensing head should lead to a more uniform filling of the cavities. For this, sensor 2 was

used, with length L2 = (0.33 ± 0.02) mm. A shorter sensor also has faster dynamics
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since the amount of liquids involved is smaller, thus requiring faster interrogation times.

The sampling problem can be overcome by measuring only the reflected signal of a single

wavelength, i.e., of a narrow band around a specific wavelength. For this, λ = 1.55µm was

chosen since it is a commonly used wavelength in telecommunications, consequently having

the cheapest available equipment, an important factor to consider for future potential

industrial applications. Also in an effort to improve repeatability, the sensor was slightly

elevated from the microscope slide to reduce its influence on the filling and evaporation

processes.

Figure 4.10 displays the evaporation process of acetone as observed through the optical

microscope. The most striking difference from sensor 1 is that apparently only one menis-

cus moves throughout most of the process. Figure 4.11 shows measurements of the sensing

head’s reflected signal as a function of time after dipping in acetone and isopropyl alcohol

(IPA). Three different measurements are displayed for each substance, which shows the

reproducibility of results.

In order to synchronize all measurements, a possible approach would be to consider the

first signal drop as the beginning of the process, i.e., right when the sensing head is dipped

in the corresponding substance. However, two problems arise. First, the dipping process

was performed manually. Consequently, perfect reproducibility of the time during which

the sensing head is immersed in liquid could not be guaranteed, causing delay differences

until the beginning of the actual evaporation process. Secondly, after dipping, different

amounts of liquid surround the fiber tip through the formation of a droplet around the

sensing head. The evaporation of this droplet can be tracked with our sensor and it is also

associated with reduced reproducibility. As such, all measurements where synchronized

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

Figure 4.10: Evolution of menisci position inside the sensing head during the process
of acetone evaporation. The red arrow indicates the location of the structure’s collapse.
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Figure 4.11: Sensor time-response after dipping in acetone and IPA. Three differ-
ent measurements are shown for each substance. The letters in parenthesis indicate

different evaporation phases.

by setting the most abrupt signal increase as t = 0 s, as seen in fig. 4.11.

From fig. 4.11 one can observe that although both substances show overall simi-

lar evaporation behaviour, there exist strong differences that allow their differentiation,

namely the signals’ duration and oscillations before and after t = 0 s. The process dura-

tion is defined as the time it takes for the signal to restore its rest condition after being

Table 4.3: Estimated reflectivities for each evaporation phase. Correspondence of
each phase is made with other figures. Where two values appear, they correspond to

acetone and IPA, respectively.

Phase Empty Submerged Bottom full Bottom empty
R1 (%) 3.4 0.1/0.06 0.1/0.06 3.4
R2 (%) 2.8 0.02/0.005 0.02/0.005 2.8
R3 (%) 2.8 0.02/0.005 2.8 2.8
Fig. 4.8 (a,h) (b) (c,d) (e,f,g)
Fig. 4.9 (a) (b) (c,d) (e,f)
Fig. 4.10 (i) (a) (b,c,d) (e,f,g,h)
Fig. 4.11 (a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.12 (a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.13 (e) – (b) (c,d)
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4. Evaporation of Volatile Compounds in Suspended-Core Fibers

dipped in a volatile compound, i.e., until signal oscillations due to fluid evaporation are

not detected. With this definition, acetone evaporation takes an average of Tacet ≈ 4.1 s

with only minor oscillations after t = 0 s, while IPA takes an average of TIPA ≈ 6.2 s with

stronger oscillations after t = 0 s than acetone.

One common feature in the evaporation of both substances is the existence of high

and low signal states with strong intensity differences ∆ between them. In particular,

∆acet ≈ 14 dB and ∆IPA ≈ 15 dB. In comparison with the results of fig. 4.9 from sensor

1, the high state corresponds to the situations in which the average intensity is higher,

and the low state to those in which the average intensity drops.

In order to interpret the origin of these values it is necessary to observe the structure of

the fabricated sensor in closer detail. The red arrow in fig. 4.10 (a) indicates the presence

of a defect in the SCF close to the spliced region. This corresponds to a collapse of the

SCF structure due to the splicing process that lead to the creation of connections between

the fiber holes. Further evidence of this comes from observation of the evaporation process

through fig. 4.10. It can be seen that in this experimental instance an air-acetone meniscus

forms in one of the holes (fig. 4.10 (b)) and starts propagating from the outside in. As

it reaches the collapsed region (fig. 4.10 (e)), the first meniscus divides itself into three

others in the remaining holes holes, and propagation proceeds from inside out until all

acetone evaporates and the sensor returns to its initial state (fig. 4.10 (i)).

The sensor structure is schematically represented in fig. 4.12 (a). Close to the spliced

region, on the SCF’s bottom, the structure collapse is modelled through a gap in the SCF

core. The RIs of the SMF propagating mode nSMF ≈ 1.45 and of the fused silica SCF core

nSCF ≈ neff,2 = 1.40± 0.09 can be considered constant throughout the sensing process, as

a first order approximation. However, both the RIs inside the SCF holes nin and outside

the sensing head nout can take the values of nair ≈ 1 when empty or nacet ≈ 1.36 or

nIPA ≈ 1.38 when filled with acetone or IPA respectively.

With these refractive indices, three main reflections R can be defined by Fresnel’s

equations: R1 = ((nSMF − nin)/(nSMF + nin))2 on the interface between the SMF and the

SCF collapsed region, R2 = ((nin − nSCF)/(nin + nSCF))2 between the collapsed region

and the SCF core and R3 = ((nSCF − nout)/(nSCF + nout))
2 between the SCF core and

the external environment. An overall interpretation of the sensor’s time-response can be

obtained with an analysis of the evolution of these reflections. The evaporation process
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can be divided into four different phases, represented by the four images in fig. 4.12.

The corresponding reflectivities are indicated in table 4.3 and were calculated without

considering the effective RI changes of the SCF when the holes are filled with acetone or

IPA.

Before dipping (phase Empty) all reflections have high values and light does not in-

teract with any fluid. This translates in a high stable value as seen in fig. 4.11. Imme-

diately after dipping (phase Submerged), most light couples to the external environment

and a strong signal drop ∆ is observed. Considering only the changes in R1 between

phases Bottom full and Bottom empty, one would expect signal drops of the order of

10 log10

(
3.4
0.1

)
≈ 15.3 dB for acetone and 10 log10

(
3.4
0.06

)
≈ 17.5 dB for IPA. These values

are similar to the measured ∆’s and the small differences between them may be due to our

simplistic calculation that just considers light reflected at the interface and ignores back

propagating light reflected at R2 and R3 as well as coupling losses between the SMF and

the SCF. When acetone from the collapsed region evaporates, between phases Bottom

full and Bottom empty, the signal returns to the high state, since reflection values also

return to the initial states.

Table 4.3 also makes a correspondence between each evaporation phase and other

figures shown. In particular, comparing fig. 4.9 with the reflectivity values on the table,

one sees that while on the low state, the Fabry-Perot cavity spectrum returns when

the fluid that surrounds the sensing head evaporates and the reflectivity R3 of the SCF

tip recovers its original value. During the phases before and after fluid on the SCF’s

SMF SCF

Source

Signal
R1 R2 R3

(a)

(b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.12: Scheme of the sensor structure (a) and of the main evaporation phases
(b)–(d).
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bottom evaporates, fig.s 4.12 (c) and (d), smaller signal oscillations are observed. These

may originate from spectral phase oscillations caused by the interaction between the

evanescent field and remaining acetone inside the SCF holes that change the effective RI

and, consequently, the phase of the Fabry-Perot cavity, or due to temperature variations

from the endothermal evaporation process, since the sensing head was found to have a

temperature sensitivity of (12.16 ± 0.09) pm/◦C (adjusted r2 = 0.998) in the range from

20 ◦C to 100 ◦C.

It should be noted that although in the case of acetone the sensor seems to quickly

recover to the initial state immediately after the evaporation of the collapsed region, the

same does not apply for IPA. In fact, several signal variations are observable for t > 0,

most noticeably the strong dip at the end of evaporation (fig. 4.11 (e)). These differences

can be attributed to other material properties, such as viscosity, which condition the way

menisci move inside the holes and, consequently, how the fluid is positioned throughout

evaporation, as seen in fig. 4.13. In the case of IPA it appears that when the first meniscus

reaches the collapsed region, the others start propagating from outside in, contrary to what

happens with acetone. As a result, some remaining IPA interferes with the collapsed region

before the end of evaporation, provoking the observed signal drop.

4.8 Conclusion

To conclude, two sensing heads comprised of a four-bridge Suspended-Core microstruc-

tured fibre tip, fusion-spliced to a standard single-mode fiber, were immersed in acetone

and isopropanol and the evaporation dynamics of each fluid were simultaneously analysed

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 4.13: Evolution of menisci position inside the sensing head during the process
of IPA evaporation.
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with an optical microscope and an Optical Spectrum Analyser. Near the splice, the mi-

crostructured fiber is collapsed due to the electric-arc fusion process, which deforms the

SCF structure, possibly damaging both core and struts, creating microfluidic channels

between the fiber holes.

The time-dependent behaviour of the sensing heads after being dipped in a volatile

compound was characterized using a broadband spectral analysis and an intensity (nar-

rowband) reading. Both approaches lead to different insights on the way this sensor works.

A Fabry-Perot cavity formed by the reflections on the splice and sensor tip was observed

during most of the process. The signal intensity dynamics and the total signal duration

differ between acetone and IPA. These can be considered signatures of each fluid’s evap-

oration properties, directly related to their chemical composition and interactions with

the environment. Strong signal variations seem to be related to reflectivity changes in

the collapsed region, whereas small signal oscillations are attributed to refractive index

changes in the evanescent field of the suspended-core fiber propagating modes.

This configuration could thus be used to detect and study the evaporation of different

volatile organic compounds. Contrary to spectroscopy applications where long sensing

heads are preferred to maximize fluid-light interaction [51], in the case of evaporation

monitoring a short sensor tip should be used to maximize experimental repeatability,

reducing the risk of air bubble formation and facilitating the filling process. Shorter

sensors also result in low-volume sensing solutions, which make the proposed configuration

useful for industrial or environmental process monitoring. Also, the use of suspended-core

fibers as opposed to direct fabrication of micro-cavities in standard single mode fibers

makes for sensors with lower cost and easier production and handling.

Finally, although the splicing process was thought to have been optimized to avoid

structural collapse, this effect occurred nevertheless. Even though the collapse is only

faintly noticeable through optical microscopy, the observation that fluids easily fill the

whole cavity is an indication of the existence of microfluidic channels, contrary to what

happens in MOFs which are homogeneously sealed on one end. This ultimately became

a serendipitous mechanism to fabricate a sensing head optimized for the study of fluids.
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Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks and Future

Prospects

Throughout this dissertation, a variety of fundamental resources required for perform-

ing research work in optical fiber devices was explored. With the constant aim of exploring

Microstructured Optical Fibers (MOFs) for fluid sensing applications, this dissertation

covered the fabrication of MOFs, the advanced manufacture of MOF-based sensing heads

and the study of a particular sensor for Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs).

First, a 5-hole caterpillar-like MOF was fabricated using a stack-and-draw methodol-

ogy. This step comprised an understanding of MOF production techniques and also the

optimization of drawing parameters for this specific fiber design. The fiber’s inner walls

between holes have submicrometric thickness which may ease coupling of light between

holes through the evanescent field. Although fragile, it was possible to splice this MOF

to standard fibers envisaging the future manufacture of sensing heads.

Subsequently, the caterpillar MOF was post-processed using a Focused Ion Beam

(FIB). This technique allows for highly detailed tailoring of the fiber structure at a lo-

calized level and it was used to create microfluidic channels on the MOF that allow the

flow of fluids in and out of the MOF even if it is spliced on both ends to other standard

fibers. A methodology was presented to build these microchannels taking into account the

positioning limitations of the FIB that was used. Several sensing heads were successfully

produced, one of them having an in-line configuration with splices to Single-Mode Fibers

(SMFs) on both ends.

Additionally, a previously unexplored solution in VOC optical fiber sensing was pre-
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sented. Suspended-Core Fiber (SCF) tips were spliced to SMFs to create reflection-based

sensing heads. By allowing VOCs to flow inside the holes of this special kind of MOF, it

was possible to track their evaporation dynamics and distinguish the behaviour of acetone

and isopropyl alcohol. This solution, based on the structural collapse of the SCF structure

during the electric-arc fusion splicing step, avoids the need to fabricate lateral microcav-

ities, a previous solution proposed in the literature, simplifying the sensor fabrication

process.

As mentioned in the introduction, some results of this dissertation were disclosed to

the scientific community through the participation in three conferences and also through

the publication of an article in Optics Letters. Notwithstanding, further developments to

the work here presented can be proposed:

Caterpillar Microstructured Fiber

• In order to enable the use of this fiber in other applications, it should be charac-

terized in terms of its physical parameters, namely its response to temperature and

strain. This step is already underway and preliminary results point to low temper-

ature and strain sensitivities, ideal characteristics when low cross-sensitivity values

are desirable.

• Alternative post-processing solutions can be pursued to try to optimize either the

processing steps or the flow mechanics of the sensing head. As an example, a study

could be performed on processing the fiber far from its tip in order to avoid structural

collapse effects, enabling stronger splices to be performed.

• Taking into consideration the main purpose for its design and post-processing, tests

should be done on the fiber’s performance for fluid sensing. Initially, propagation

properties with calibrated refractive index fluids can be done to assess the expected

coupling between holes. Also, this fiber could be used in hot topics such as magnetic

field sensing using advanced materials such as nanometric ferrofluidic suspensions.

Evaporation Monitoring with Suspended-Core Fibers

• Efforts should be put in a better modelling of the intensity dynamics by analyzing

the influence of the other reflections identified. Since only the reflection at the splice

was considered, it is expected that by contemplating other effects such as additional
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reflections or splice losses, a better matching between model and experimental data

would be achieved.

• In order to further evaluate this configuration’s potential as a sensor, future work

should include the study of a wider array of volatile compounds. By identifying the

main signal components in the evaporation response, this simple sensing setup could

be used to distinguish between different fluids and potentially recognize mixtures of

volatile compounds.

The area of MOFs for fluid sensing is still in its early steps and much research is needed

to enable the industrialization of many of the applications presented. One of the remaining

difficulties is the high cost of fabricating specific MOF designs but even this is becoming

a less critical step and some companies already offer the possibility of producing MOFs

with particular details defined by the costumer. Another commonly discussed subject is

the necessity to create microfluidic channels to bring fluids from the external environment

close to a MOF’s core. Many solutions are currently being researched and, in this regard,

the present dissertation may have provided relevant contributions for the future, both

with the FIB post-processing and the SCF-based sensing head.

Fluid sensing may prove useful not only for biochemical applications but also for

physical measurements, such as magnetic field sensing using ferrofluids as the transduc-

tion medium, as previously mentioned. As such, the relevance of the present work is

shown by the multitude of applications that can be envisaged in the field of sensing and

measurement.
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